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Entrance to Cave 17 at Tun-huang in west China where the diary of
Hye Ch'o was disovered in 1908 by Paul Pelliot.
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From India through Central Asia and across north China, great cave
complexes were constructed to serve as religious centers. One of the
most important of these caves are the several hundred which line the
cliffs at an oasis spot at Tun-huang. Today, the desert constantly
threatens to engulf the famous caves which are filled with treasures in
the form of paintings and images that have survived through the centuries.
Photos by Lois Lancaster

Stiipas still mark the Silk Road route taken by merchants and pilgrims

on their way West, going toward Rome or India.:,_
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EDITORS' PREFACE
The travels of a little known eighth-century Korean monk would
probably have escaped any notice had it not been for the discovery of
a manuscript at Tun-huang in 1908 by Paul Pelliot. It is to that eminent
scholar that must go the initial credit for this translation of Hye Ch'o's
Memoir of a Pilgrimage to the Five Regions of India. It is surprising that,
except for an obscure German translation by W. Fuchs, Hye Ch'o's
Memoir should have remained so little known in this century after the
discovery of the manuscript by Pelliot. Hye Ch'o's Memoir is a contemporary witness of eighth-century India, the type of personal account so
lacking in ancient Indian history. The Memoir is an important addition
to the Chinese Buddhist Pilgrims' writings on India, as exemplified by
Fa-hsien and Hsuan-tsang. Hye-Ch'o is also perhaps unique in that
he was of Korean origin Kim ( Hui Ch'ao) ; his Memoir attests to the
brotherhood felt amongst even the extremities of the Buddhist world of
his time. The difficulties of travel in Asia in the eighth century were
immense, as Hye Ch'o describes in his poetry. Yet, men like Hye Ch'o
would endure these hardships in order to visit the holy sites of the Buddhist world. His Memoir is then in part a record of the unifying cultural
force of Buddhism in Asia.
The editors of this translation learned that two scholars working
independently had developed an interest in Hye Ch'o and were preparing
English translations of his Memoir. We decided that the efforts of these
two scholars should be combined so that a standard first English translation of this work could be published. The translation of Professor Han
Sung Yang, formerly of Hanyang University, came to the notice of the
editors through the good offices of Dr. Lewis Lancaster of the University
of California at Berkeley. The editors also learned that Dr. Yiin hua
Jan of MacMaster University, who has published several articles on
Hye Ch'o, had readied his translation of the Memoir. The editors were
also aware that a Japanese translation of the Memoir had been recently
published by Professor Sadakata Akira of Japan. The editors were
able to draw on the hard labours of these scholars to produce what we
believe is the most accurate and consistent rendering of a difficult
manuscript into readable English.
The duties of the editors were twofold. Firstly, by comparison of
the available translations many points of discrepancy were discovered.

Dr. Shotaro Iida, the general editor of this translation, undertook the
linguistic analysis of the particular points of difficulty. The language of
Hye Ch'o is in many places quite obscure. The editors have decided upon
the most logically consistent, (common sense) translation of these difficult points. The extensive footnotes, prepared by Professor Yang and Dr.
Iida, refer to these difficult points in the text. The second duty of the
editors was to render Hye Ch'o's Memoir into English in a style both
readable and appropriate to a historical narrative. This duty, along with
the preparation of an introduction, was undertaken by Laurence Preston.
The first translation of any ancient manuscript is always difficult, particularly so in the translation of ancient Chinese records of foreign lands.
The editors sincerely hope that their year of labour, even for a text the
length of this A4emoir, will justify the many years work of the translators.
Perhaps the greatest story of intellectual and spiritual intercourse
between two great world cultures was that of the introduction and
development of Buddhism from India to China. Here were two mature
cultures, separated by immense physical, linguistic and cultural factors,
yet, starting from the early centuries of the Christian era, Buddhism left
India, travelled the hazardous tracks of Central Asia and of the Southern
oceans, and became established as an integral part of Chinese culture.
Buddhism must certainly be the most important and profound doctrine
ever to be accepted by the Chinese from outside their own culture. Buddhism must certainly also be the most important and lasting doctrine
which India gave to Asia. In Asia, the history of Buddhism is the history of contact between cultures. Thus, when Buddhism was alive in
India, Chinese culture was in direct contact with Indian culture.
While China adopted Buddhism, an Indian religion, it is true to say
that China adapted and assimilated Buddhism. Buddhism responded to
the culture it found itself in wherever it went in Asia. In China, the classical civilization, particularly Taoist philosophy, molded Buddhism into an
integral part of Chinese civilization and history. After Buddhism declined in India after 1000 A. D., the basic storehouse of Indian Buddhist
thought was exhausted. Chinese Buddhism then developed within itself, it in fact became Chinese.
However, while Buddhism was alive and developing in India, China
was very conscious of Buddhism's Indian origins. India was the center
of orthodoxy. India was the home of the most sacred Buddhist pilgrimage sites, it was the land where Buddha had lived and taught. The
sacred books of Buddhism were written in Indian languages and had to

be translated into Chinese. The great masters and commentators of
Buddhism lived and worked in India, where the most famous Buddhist
institutions of learning were located. It is no wonder then, that there
should arise the desire among Chinese Buddhists to go to India, to visit
the sacred spots, to search for Buddhist books and to learn the Indian
languages. Buddhism had entered China with merchants along the
trade routes, the early translations of the canonical books had been
difficult, done through many intermediaries. The introduction of Buddhism to China was not in the nature of an organized missionary activity,
thus China received many confused parts of the whole religion. In addition, at this time Buddhism in India was undergoing many profound
changes. For example, Mahayana doctrines were developing at the very
time Buddhism first entered China. For these reasons, there was the
desire to go to India to study the traditions, doctrines and disciplines of
Buddhism at first hand so that China could have a systematic account of
Buddha's teaching and its subsequent developments.
From the second to tenth centuries A. D. many Chinese Buddhist
monks made the long journey to India. Most of these are unknown to us
except perhaps for a brief notice. There were, however, some of these
pilgrims who wrote accounts of their journey to India. Thus we are
fortunate in having several accounts, spread over the centuries of the
first millenium A. D., of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims' journeys to India.
Each of these accounts possesses an intrinsic interest and value. There
are elements in the various accounts which compliment each other and
there are elements which each pilgrim develops individually. While recording what particularly interested them (for we must remember that the
accounts were written by Buddhist pilgrims for an audience interested in
a very foreign but sacred land), the accounts also give the modern reader
much important historical and social information. Because the accounts
were written by Buddhist pilgrims we are also given a valuable and imcomparable insight into the contemporary state of the Buddhist religion, which was the intellectual and spiritual envircnment during the
period of the most profound contact between the two great ancient
Asian cultures, India and China.
The following are brief biographies of the pilgrims in which we
are most interested.

Part I
Buddhist Pilgrims

The first Buddhist pilgrim who has left an account of his travels
was the monk Fa-hsien. In his small work, Fa-hsien has recorded his
travels to Central Asia, India and Ceylon. Fa-hsien was a native of Shansi; he left home at three years of age to join the Buddhist Sangha. After
his noviciate, Fa-hsien developed the desire to go to lndia to search for
books of the vinaya pi(aka, the monastic rules of Buddhism. Fa-hsien
was perhaps twenty-five years of age when, in 399 A. D., he departed
for India. The record states that
Fa-hsien had been living in Ch'ang-an. Deploring the mutilated and
imperfect state of the collection of the Books of Discipline [Vinaya
pitaka], in the second year of the period Hwang-che, being the Kehue year of the cycle (399 A. D.), he entered into an engagement
with Hui-ching Tao-ching, Hui-ying and Hui-wei, that they should
go to India and seek for the Disciplinary ru1es.l

Fa-hsien undertook the dangerous journey through the deserts of
Central Asia and across the Pamir and Hindu Kush mountains to reach
India. Much courage and determination was required by the pilgrims to
make this journey. Throughout his travels, Fa-hsien constantly displayed such courage. Fa-hsien records that in the deserts,
. . . there are many evil demons and hot winds. (Travellers) who
encounter them perish all to a man. There is not a bird to be seen in
the air above, nor an animal on the ground below. Though you look
all round most earnestly to find where you can cross, you know not
where to make your choice, the only mark and indication being the
dry bones of the dead (left upon the sand).2

Fa-hsien travelled in northern India, visiting the holy Buddhist
sites located in the valley of the Ganges river. Kapilavastu, the place of
Buddha's birth; Bodhgaya, the site of Buddha's enlightenment; Samath,
where Buddha preached his first sermon; and Kusingara, the place of
Buddha's death and final liberation were among the sites Fa-hsien and the
other pilgrims visited and described. In the accounts of the other pilgrims most parts of India and Central Asia were at one time visited and
described. Fa-hsien however, after travelling through Central Asia and
North West India, spent much of his time visiting and describing midlndia or Magadha, the homeland of the Buddha. Fa-hsien did not visit
peninsular or South India. Fa-hsien left India by sea to return to China.
He did however visit Ceylon on his return voyage. This is the only first-

hand account of that important Buddhist island from a Chinese
Buddhist pilgrim. Fa-hsien returned to China in 414 A. D. after enduring
many hardships at sea. At one point he encountered a severe storm,
at another he was in danger of being marooned by the crew of the ship
in which he was travelling. Fa-hsien's journey is summarized in the
following way,
After Fa-hsien set out from Ch'ang-an it took him six years to reach
Central India; stoppages there extended over (another) six years;
and on his return it took him three years to reach Ch'ing-chou. The
countries through which he passed were a few under thirty. From
the sandy desert westward on to India, the beauty of the dignified
demeanour of monkhood and of the transforming influence of the
Law was beyond the power of language fully to describe; and reflecting how our masters had not heard any complete account of them,
he therefore (went on) without regarding his own poor life or (the
dangers to be encountered) on the sea upon his return, thus incurring
hardships and difficulties in a double form. He was fortunate enough,
through the dread power of the three Honoured Ones, to receive
help and protection in his perils; and therefore he wrote out an account of his experiences, that worthy readers might share with him
in what he heard and said.3

Sung Yiin and Hui Sheng
Sung Yun and Hui-sheng were despatched in 518 A. D. as an embassy to the western countries by the Empress Dowager Ta-hao of the
so-called Great Wei dynasty, a dynasty of invading peoples known as
the T'o-pa. The pilgrims' object was to obtain Buddhist books, of which
they returned with 170 volumes belonging to the Mahayana persuasion.
Sung Yun was probably considered well suited to undertake such an
expedition because he was a native of Tun-huang, located at the Chinese
Central Asian frontier. Tun-huang was the Chinese terminus of the
southern trade route through Central Asia. Perhaps for this reason Sung
Yiin travelled from China to India by the southern route via Khotan.
Surg Yun and Hui-sheng did not visit mid-India, they reached
only Gandhara at about the present day Peshawar. The pilgrims were
well received when they reached UdyBna, around the present day Swat
valley. It is reported that,
The king of the country seeing Sung Ytin (inquired respecting him,
and) on their saying that the ambassadors of the Great Wei (dynasty)
had come, he courteously received their letters of introduction.
On understanding that the Empress Dowager was devotedly attached
to the law of Buddha, he immediatly turned his face to the east, and,
with closed hands and meditative heart, bowed his head; then, sending for a man who-could interpret the Wei language, he questioned
Sung Yiin and said, "Are my honourable visitors men from the region of sunrising?" Sung Yirn answered and said," Our country is
bounded on the east by the great sea; from this the sun rises according
to the divine will (the command of the Tath~gata).'
However, Sung Yiin and Hui-sheng found their reception in GandhBra less than warm, for when they met the king of Gandhara,
Sung Yirn repaired to the royal camp to deliver his credentials.
The king was very rough to him, and failed to salute him. He sat
whilst receiving the letters. Sung Ylin perceived that these remote
barbarians were unfit for excercising public duties, and that their
arrogancy refused to be ~ h e c k e d . ~
Northwest India was in a state of po litical unrest during the period
of Sung Yiin's travels. It would appear that for this reason, as seen in
the unfriendly actions of the king of GandhBra, the pilgrims were unable
to proceed further than the Indus river to the holy Buddhist pilgrimage
sites. The object of their travels, to obtain Buddhist books, being achieved, the pilgrims returned to China in 521 A. D.

Hsiian-tsang
The most renowned of Chinese Buddhist Pilgrims was the Master
of the Law Hsiian-tsang. Hsiian-Tsang was born in Ho-nan in 603
A. D. In early life, Hsiian-tsang displayed obvious signs of intellectual
and spiritual greatness. Even at an early age, Hui-li, Hsiian-tsang's.
biographer reports that,
... he, Hsiian-tsang, took to reading the sacred books [Chinese
Classics], and was charmed with the writings of the ancient sages.
A book without elegance and propriety he would not look at; he
would have not intercourse with those who were opposed to the
holy and wise.. .6
Hsiian-tsang left home at a very early age, entered the Buddhist monkhood at the age of thirteen while residing in the city of Lo-yang. Huili says that,
His second brother Chang-tsi had previously become a disciple
of Buddha, and dwelt in the convent of Ching-tu at Lo-yang. Observing that the Master of the Law was deeply given to the study of
religious doctrine, he therefore took him to his convent and taught
him the method and practice of the sacred sooks (of B~ddhism).~
Due to the political and social unrest caused by the fall of the Sui dynasty,
Hsuan-tsang went to Hsing-tu in Szechuan, where he was ordained at
the age of twenty. From here, Hsuan-tsang travelled throughout China
in search of knowledge of the sacred books of the Buddhists. At length,
he came to Ch'ang-an, then under the peaceful rule of the T'ang emperor
T'ai-tsung. It was here, Hsuan-tsang developed the desire to visit India.
Hui-li reports that,
The Master of the Law, having visited the celebrated Masters all
round, devoured their words and examined their principles; and so
he found that each followed implicitly the teaching of his own school;
but on verifying their doctrine he saw that the holy books differed
much, so that he knew not which to follow. He then resolved to
travel to the Western world in order to ask about doubtful passages.'
Hsiian-tsang was conscious of the example of Fa-hsien before him.
Like Fa-hsien, Hsiian-tsang was concerned about the incomplete and
misinterpreted nature of the Buddhist scriptures that reached China.
The introduction of Chang-yueh to Hsiian-tsang's record summarizes
this idea common among the Chinese Buddhist Pilgrims when it says,
Now Buddha having been born in the Western region and his religion

having spread eastwards, the sounds of the words translated have
been often mistaken, the phrases of the different regions have been
misunderstood on account of the wrong sounds, and thus the sense
has been lost. The words being wrong, the idea has been perv~rted.~
The work Hsiian-tsang has left us, the Hsi-yii c/zi is the longest

and most detailed account of the countries of Central Asia and India
we possess by a Chinese Buddhist Pilgrim. While Hsuan-tsang's purpose
was to obtain Buddhist books and to receive instruction while in India,
he did more, as the introduction to his records says,
...after he (Hs~an-tsang) had travelled afar in search of the law,
in his moments of leisure he has preserved these records of the
character of the lands (visited).l0

Hsiian-tsang obtained and translated 657 Sanskrit Buddhist works as
well as receiving the best instruction he could find throughout India.
Much of this activity is detailed in the Hsi-yii chi companion volume, the
biography of Hsiian-tsang by Hui-li. However, Hsiian-tsang in his records, as the Preface to the Hsi-yii chi by Chang-yueh states,
. . . thoroughly examined the different manners of distant countries,
the diverse customs of separate people, the various products of the
soil and the class divisions of the people, the regions where the royal
calendar is received and where the sounds of moral instruction [of
Buddhism] have come, he has composed in twelve books the To-T'ang
Hsi-yu chi [the records of the Western regions during the Great
T'ang dynasty]."

Hsiian-tsang travelled from China in 629 A. D. through Central
Asia by the northern trade route via Kucha, and reached Northern
India, where he was the guest of the great Indian emperor at the city of
Kanauj. He visited the sacred Buddhist sites in Magadha and spent
much time studying at the great Nalanda monastery, then the center of
Buddhist scholarship. The pilgrim then travelled to South and West
India. He returned to China, again by way of Central Asia, though
this time by the southern trade route via Khotan. Hsiian-tsang
recorded the details of all the countries he visited. He also included
information on countries he had heard reports of; for example, he was
able to record some stories concerning Ceylon when he was in South
India, though he had not visited the island. Hsuan-tsang returned to
China in 645 A. D. He was accorded much esteem on his return, but
refused all high civil appointments offered by the still-reigning emperor,
Tai-Tsung. Hsiian-tsang retired to a monastery devoting his labours to
translating Buddhist texts until his death in 664 A. D.

While Hsuan-tsang was in India, there was born, near present day
Peking, the next pilgrim to leave an account of his travels to India.
I-ching was seven years old when be began a secular education.
His teacher died when he was twelve years old. When I-ching tells
us that,
Laying aside my study of secular literature, I devoted myself to the
Sacred (Buddhist) Canon. In my fourteenth year [648] 1 was admitted
to the Order, and it was in my eighteenth year [652] that I formed
the intention of travelling to India, which was not, however, realized
till my thirty-seventh year. [671]!2

After his ordination in 654 A. D., I-ching spent five years in the
study of the Vinayapitaka. The rules of discipline were to remain I-ching's
main interest and they form the main topic of his records. The pilgrim
spent several years studying the Abhidharrna literature. He was
aware of the travels of Fa-hsien and also of the immediate example of
Hsiian-tsang, when he formed his desire to go to India. I- ching and
Hsiian-tsang were, in fact, contemporaries. I- ching was staying at
Ch'ang-an when Hsiian-tsang's funeral took place there in 664 A. D.
I-ching left China for India from Canton by the sea route. arriving
in India in 673 A. D. After visiting the sacred Buddhist sites in
Magadha, he resided for ten years (676-685) at the great Nalanda monastery, where he devoted himself to the study of the Vinaya. I-ching left
India in 685 A. D. for the city of Bhoja, perhaps located on the island of
Sumatra, which at this time was very much under the cultural influence of
India. Here he devoted himself to the translation of Buddhist Sanskrit
texts, particularly the Vinaya of the MalasarvastivBdin school. In 689
A. D., I- ching returned to China to obtain assistants for his translations. He then returned to Bhoja where he remained for five more years,
returning to China in 695 A.D., during the reign of the well-known patron
of Buddhism, the Empress Wu. He received much acclaim on his
return, but like his predecessor Hsuan-tsang, I-ching devoted the remaining years of his life to the translation of Buddhist works. He
died in 713 A. D. at the age of 79, during the reign of the Emperor
Chung-tsung.
Apart from his translations, I-ching left two important works.
The Ch'iu-fa kao-seng chuan is a series of brief biographies of Chinese
Buddhist pilgrims that he met or heard of while he was in India. This

work is interesting in that it gives an impression of the numbers of pilgrims who went to India but have left no records of their own. His major
work, the Nan-hai chi-kuei nei-fa chuan or A Record of the Buddhist
Religion Sent Home from the Southern Sea, is quite unique among the
records left by the Buddhist pilgrims. Perhaps because of the monumental Hsi-yii chi of Hsuan-tsang, I-ching did not attempt to describe the
country of India. In any case, his travels were in themselves quite limited.
He did, however, describe the Buddhist practices in India of what he considered to be the orthodox interpretation of the Vinaya. As he states,

. . .on account of some misinterpretations handed down, the discipli-

nary rules have suffered, and errors constantly repeated have become
customs which are contrary to the original principles. Therefore,
according to the noble teaching and the principal customs actually
carried on in India, I have carefully written the the following articles
which are forty in number and have divided them into four books.''

Hye Ch'o(Hui Ch'ao)l4
Since the discovery of the fragmentary manuscript of Hye C ~ ' O ' ~
Memoir of a Pilgrimage to the Five Regions of India, by Paul Pelliot at
Tun-huang in 1908,15 various attempts have been made to study Hye
Ch'o's life and works.16 Scholars have already arrived at certain conclusions, yet many points remain to be recorded and discussed. With
the foundation of earlier research, we are in a better position today to
evaluate the life and works of this eminent Korean monk and pilgrim.
As no biography of Hye Ch'o exists in the collections of monks in
Chinese, we have first attempted a comprehensive account of life.
Further, an assessment of some important points in Hye Ch'o's memoir
has been presented with a view to emphasizing the importance of this
memoir for students of the eighth century Asian history.
Hye Ch'o was a native of Hsin-lo, or the Kingdom of Silla, in the
Korean peninsula. This is clearly indicated in his writings, and can be
re-affirmed fram other sources.17 Our sources do not record whether
Hye Ch'o was born in Silla proper or in China. Our sources do not,
likewise, record the date of his birth. If we are to judge from the apparent
time of his death,l8 a date around 700 A. D. would appear likely for
his birth. Some scholars have suggested Hye Ch'o was born in 704 A. D.
or 1364 of the Buddhist era.lgThis date has been based on the assumption that he in fact met and became a disciple of Vajrabodhi (671-741
A. D.), a celebrated master of Tantric Buddhism.20 Vajrabodhi arrived
at Kuang-chou (Canton) in South China in 719 A. D., where it is supposed he met Hye Ch'o when the latter was a sixteen year-old youth.
While this suggestion seems reasonable, Hye Ch'o was soon after to
leave on his pilgrimage from South China and there is no original evidence
to support this supposition.
Our sources do not give any details of Hye Ch'o's early life.21 While
the extant manuscript of Hye Ch'o's Memoir is missing the first section
relating to his journey from China, the place and time of the pilgrim's
departure can be reconstructed. He left sometime shortly before 724.
This date has been deduced as the date of the commencement of the
extant manuscript at KuSinagara, near Varanasi, by calculating the
number of days moving backwards from the date of December 727
A. D. that he gives for his arrival at An-hsi in Chinese territory.22 Hye
Ch'o made his departure from South China and travelled by the southern

sea route to India, much as his predecessor I- ching had done. The initial part of Hye Ch'o's pilgrimage can be ascertained from quotations
made by Hui-lin (737-820) from the full text of Hye Ch'o's Memoir.
In these quotations there are certain geographical and anthropological
names such as Kao-mieh (Khmer), Po-~i,Lo-hsing-kuo or the lsland of
Naked people (Nicobar) etc., which clearly indicate the pilgrim's route
to Ir1dia.~3
Hye Ch'o's travels in lndia commenced when he landed in the eastern part of the country, as is clearly seen in the quotations used by Huilir1.2~ Hye-Ch'o records in his Memoir that he made pilgrimages to holy
sites such as Sarnath, KuSinagara, Riijagrha and Bodhgaya. He also
visited cities such as Varanasi and Kanauj. From North-central India,
he went to the south, to the capital of what has been identified at the
Chalukya kingdom.25 Later he continued his travels and came to Western India, which has been identified as the Valabhi kingdom of the
Kathiawar peninsula.26 Hye Ch'o then travelled to North-west India, by
way of the city of Jalandhara and visited the kingdoms lying on the banks
of the Indus. He went further north to the KaSmir valley and its neighboring countries. After passing through the lands of GandhBra, KapiSa
and a number of Central Asian states, he finally arrived at An-hsi, the
frontier city of the T'ang empire, which is identified by Hye Ch'o himself as Kucha. The manuscript records that he arrived at An-hsi in the
eleventh moon of the fifteen year of the K'ai-yuan era, i. e. December
727.27
After his return to China from India, Hye Ch'o probably resided a t
Ch'ang-an in the Ta chien-fu monastery and worked under Vajrabodhi.
The source for Hye Ch'o's association with Vajrabodhi is from the preface to the Mahdydna-yogavajra-prakrtisdgara-manju.fr
i-sahasrabdhusahasrapatra-mahdtantrardja-siitra.This preface states that Hye Ch'o
began the study of this siitra on the 21st of January, 733 i.e. the seventh
day of the 21st year of the K'ai-yuan era. The same source also records
that after eight years of study, the translation of the siitra was inaugurated by Vajrabodhi on Janurary 6, 741. Hye ch'o was the assistant translator (pei-shu) or scribe.28 Unfortunately, before the completion of the
translation, the project was suspended on the death of Vajrabodhi, who
passed away during the autumn of 741. Subsequently, under Vajrabodhi's last testament, the original Sanksrit manuscript of the sutra was
sent back to India on March 30,742. The preface also states that following
the death of Vajrabodhi, Hye Ch'o studied the later part of the

siitra under the guidance of Amoghavajra (705-774 A. D.) during the
months November/December 774. Afterwards, on May 23,780, Hye
Ch'o took the translation to the Wu-t'ai Mountain to be copied. The
copying started June 11 of the same year at the Ch'ien-yuan P'u-t'i
Monastery.
Hye Ch'o's association with Vajrabodhi is solely dependent on the
preface to this siitra, the translation into Chinese of which is attributed
to A m ~ g h a v a j r a .The
~ ~ authenticity of this translation and particularly
of the preface, however, has become a matter of some controversy.
While previously this work has been accepted by scholars and cataloguers as a genuine work of Amoghavajra, recent studies have challenged
this unqualified a c ~ e p t a n c e . ~ ~
According to some scholars, the satra and its preface are apocryphal. The questions raised and the evidence put forward by these scholars
include :
1. Vajrabodhi died in the month SeptemberJOctober 741; thus how
could he instruct his followers to return the original Sanskrit manusript
of the siitra to India in the year 742?31
2. Amoghavajra passed away on July 28, 774. ; thus, how could he teach
the later part of the siitra to Hye Ch'o in the month of NovemberlDecernber of the same years?32
3. If the siitra had been completed in 780, why was it not included in
two comtemporary works, the Chen-yuan shih-chiao lu (A Catalogue of
Buddhist Literature compiled during the age of Chen-yiian) and Yich'ieh-ching yin-yi (A Comprehensive Dictionary of Canons) compiled
in the years 800 and 807, re~pectively.~~
4. Moreover, according to an early source, when Vajrabodhi went to
China he lost all of his Sanskrit manuscripts, so how could he retain
this sutra and transmit it to Hye C ~ ' O ? ~ ~
5. The writing and style of presentation of the siitra appears very much
influenced by exegetic techniques and its contents have a strong flavor
of Pure Land Buddhism. As the work was first found in the collection of
a m'onastery at the Wu-t'ai Mountain by the monk Heng-an in 938,35
it is, therefore, perhaps a Chinese compilation done during the latter
part of the T'ang period (circa 9th century). Some scholars have even
quoted passages from this siitra and compared them with parallel passages existing in the Fan-wang-ching and thus have concluded that it is
nothing more than a commentary or annotation of the Chin-kang-tingching Ta-yii-chia Hsin-ti fa-men yi-chiieh by A m ~ g h a v a j r a . ~ ~

While these points are worth consideration, the information given
in the preface to the sntra cannot be totally dismissed without further
examination. Even scholars who have challenged the authenticity of
the translation have had to accept the details of the life of Hye Ch'o
supplied by the preface.37We would venture to suggest that the preface
and siitra, though they may be the words of a later compiler, might be
based on an unfinished manuscript originally handed down from Hye
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With regard to the internal discrepancies over dating, it should be
noted that in the preface two methods have been used to record dates.
The first recorded dates together with the cyclical characters. For example, the preface states,
In the twenty-first year of the K'ai-yuan age, the cyclical order of
the year was K ~ e i - y u . ~ ~

In another place the preface again states,
In the twenty-eighth year of the K'ai-yuan age the cyclical order of
the year was K e n g - ~ h e n . ~ ~

To record dates along with their cyclical characters was the traditional
method used by Chinese historians. To calculate and identify the cyclical
characters with the corresponding dates was not an easy task. Even some
eminent Buddhist historians have made mistakes about the cyclical
characters of medieval times.4Oa At least in the two instances cited above,
the dates are quite correct and identical with the related historical dates.
This tends to prove that the two dates shown above were written during
the life of Hye Ch'o or were at least based on a contemporary record
of the events.
This method of recording dates, however, is found only in the
first part of the preface. Thereafter, dates are recorded without reference
to their cyclical characters. The important point is that the dates which
have raised controversies among scholars all belong to this second part
of the preface. The differences between these two historiographic
methods used in the same preface are very significant. We conclude,
that the dates recorded along with their cyclical characters are reliable,
while the dates without their cyclical characters are later insertions.
However, though the latter dates might be wrong, the events recorded
cannot be entirely baseless.
If this suggestion is accepted, the internal discrepancies over dating
would be solved. For the other problems of the preface noted, other
explanations easily present themselves. For example, the preface itself

did not claim that the original text of the siitra was brought to China
by Vajrabodhi himself. It might as easily been brought by others.41 The
siitra was not referred to by the two contemporary cataloguers, since
the work was only an unfinished manuscript and it was not kept in the
the capital Ch'ang-an, where the catalogue and dictionary were compiled.
With regard to the style of the siitra in Chinese, it might have followed
the Sanskrit textual style, or perhaps the original Sanskrit text itself
was an exegesis to the commentary as has been suggested. Moreover,
the Bodhisattva MaiijuSri is popular in Pure Land and Tantric Budd h i ~ r nTherefore,
.~~
there is no problem about the text having a flavor
of Pure Land Buddhism and being considered as a later compilation.
As regards to the parallel passages which have been noted, this is a
characteristic common to many siitras. All these points tend to show
that with regard to the information regarding the life of Hye Ch'o,
the preface appears reliable. There are certain confusions, however,
and the authorship of the preface remains in doubt.
Unlike his relations with Vajrabodhi, our knowledge of which is
entirely dependent upon the preface of this siitra, Hye Ch'o's connection
with Amoghavajra is attested by independent primary source material.
According to a memorial submitted to the Chinese throne by Hye Ch'o
it is known that he was sent to the Chou-chih country and successfully
prayed for rain near the Jade-maid pool. This took place in March 774.43
In this memorial, Hye Ch'o called himself a member of the Royal Religious E ~ t a b l i s h m e n t . ~ ~
In his will dated 774 Amoghavajra himself states,
There are many disciples who learnt Dharma from my platform.
Eight of them are well-trained in the five sections of canons. After
losing some through death, only six are still living. They are Hankuang of the Chin-ko monastery, Hye Ch'o of Silla. . . If the young
scholars (in future) face any difficulty, you (six disciples) should
explain the problems to them. Let not the light of Dharma go out.45
Immediately after the death of Amoghavajra, Hye Ch'o and his
colleagues sent a memorial to the throne. In that memorial, they gave
thanks for royal sympathy bestowed by His Majesty during the funeral
of their teacher. They also prayed to maintain the religious establishment
founded by their late teacher.46
It appears that Hye Ch'o stayed a few more years at Ch'ang-an.
According to the preface, during the year 780, he went to the Wu-t'ai
Mountain with the incomplete translation of the siitra. He resided

at the Ch'ien yuan-p'u-t'i Monastery and there copied the text of the
siitra in Chinese.
One would like to know the reason for Hye Ch'o's departure to the
Wu-t'ai Mountain. Presumably, he went there on a pilgrimage and for
permanent retirement, as he was about eighty years old at the time.
Amoghavajra had himself a very close association with the Wu-t'ai
Mountain. It was at his initiative that the Chin-ko and Yu-hua monasteries were built and monks attached to these monasteries ordained.
Certain other religious establishments were also erected under Amoghavajra's infl~ence.~'
Among Amoghavajra's eminent disciples, Hankuang resided in, and was possibly the abbot of, Chin-ko Monastery.
Amoghavajra's other disciples, Hui-hsiao and Hui-lang were sent to
the Wu-t'ai Mountain on different occasions in connection with Royal
Religious service^.^^ According to a stone inscription of Amoghavajra
written by Yen Cheng, dated 781, only the name of the monk Hui-lang
is mentioned as the successor of Am~ghavajra.~g
This indirectly proves
that after 780. Hye Ch'o was no longer staying at Ch'ang-an. The death
of Hye Ch'o, if not proved by his name not being mentioned in this
inscription, must have, in any case, occurred soon after.
During his lifetime Hye Ch70was associated with the introduction
of Tantric Buddhism to China.50 The beginnings of Tantra in China are
associated with the Indian master ~ubhakarasimha who arrived in
China in 716, settled at Ch'ang-an and died in 735 at the age of ninetynine. Hye Ch'o's association with ~ubhakarasimhais not alluded to in
our sources, but that Hye Ch'o at least knew of him seems likely. Hye
Ch'o's association with the other two masters of Tantra in China,
Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra, has been previously detailed. Tantra in
China was a phenomenon mainly confined to the eight and early ninth
centuries. It is interesting to examine the the life of Hye Ch'o in relation
to the period of fluoresence of Tantra in China. His life spans the period
of the great Tantra masters in China, he appears to have worked closely
with at least Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra (and indirectly, ~ubhakarasimha) at the centre of Tantra in China, Ch'ang-an. Hye Ch'o was an
obscure monk, scarcely of any importance except for the Memoir he has
left us. It is interesting to speculate that his voyage to India was inspired
by Vajrabodhi and perhaps subhakarasimha in order to gain a better
knowledge of Tantra, a form of Buddhism that was at this time beginning to become of some importance in India. Hye Ch'o does not himself
allude to his association with the Tantra masters in China. Yet, his

biography is in many ways a history of the most important period of
Tantra in China.
At present, the text of H ye Ch'o's Memoir of a Pilgrimage to the Five
Regions of India (Hui-ch bo Wang-wu-t 'ien-chu-kuo Chuan) is available
only in a fragmentary form. The fragment was recovered from Tun-huang
by Paul Pelliot in 1908. The sections of the Memoir concerned with
Hye Ch'o's outgoing journey and the conclusion of his travels are damaged. Even the extant text is in a condensed form.51The content is not so
detailed and precise as the memoirs written by Hsuan-tsang and 1- ching.
Though the calligraphy of the fragment is quite handsome, the text contains many strange characters which are only found in Tun-huang manuscripts and most of which are not even referred to in dictionaries.52
The structure of sentences is imperfect and it is very diffictult to understand the text clearly.53
Literally, Hye Ch'o's style of Chinese prose only attained an average standard. His phrasing and wording, as found in the extant text, are
definitely not elegant or masterly. If one compares his writing with those
of Hsiian-tsang and his disciples like K'uei-chi and T a o - h ~ i i a nor
,~~
the
pilgrim monk I-ching, there is a clear gap between their literary attainments. There are passages in his Memoir which are very vague.55 Hye
Ch'o's poetry, though better than his prose, is still far inferior to that
of his Chinese brethren.56
Hye Ch'o's knowledge of Indian and Central Asian languages was
even poorer. Although he recorded in his Memoir the difference in languages between countries, he did not mention any specific names of Indian
languages or their dialects. His lack of linguistic training was possibly
the reason why proper names are omitted in his Memoir. This was perhaps also the reason why he did not become a prominent assistant to
the two eminent translators Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra. Even if we
assume that the siitra which we have discussed above was translated or
partly translated by him, it is likely that the work was not finished during
his lifetime.57
In this connection, bibliographical evidence relating to the Memoir
is signifigant. Yiian-chao, an eminent bibliographer and colleague of
of Hye Ch'o did not record the Memoir in his c a t a l ~ g u e The
. ~ ~ possible
reason for this omission is that Yuan-chao did not think the memoir
achieved an acceptable literary standard. In the Dictionary, compiled by
Hui-lin, however, the Memoir was carefully noted along with other records of travels by Fa-hsien, Hsuan-tsang, etc. As Hui-lin was a native of

Kashgar in Central Asia his appreciation of the Memoir was not colored by the conservative Han literary attitude of Yiian-chao. Hui-lin
perhaps had a deeper understanding of the MenzoirS historical value.
Despite the shortcomings of our extant manuscript, Hye-Ch'o's
Memoir is definitely an important source for lndian and Central Asian
history of the early eighth century A. D. The Memoir requires a detailed
analysis in relation to known historical facts to properly assess that
new information Hye Ch'o adds to our knowledge of what is an important, but obscure, period of lndian and Central Asian history. As
with other Chinese Buddhist pilgrims, Hye Ch'o recorded facts together
with legend. There are certain obvious historiographical weaknesses in
the Memoir. Hye Ch'o, for example, records many different regions
and kingdoms; however most of them receive only brief sketches. The
principal cities or capitals of many kingdoms are not named. Hye Ch'o
refers to the kings of various kingdoms, but often does not give personal
names or titles.
The Memoir is, however, above all a contemporary record of historical events and social conditions in India and Central Asia. Such
documents are always wanting in ancient lndian history and particularly
for the period of the early eighth century. As an example of the historical
importance of the Memoir, Hye Ch'o is a contemporary witness of the
Arab invasions of Western India and Central Asia. He states that when
he was in India, the (Tajjikas) or Arabs had overrun one-half of the
countries of Western India. The Arabs early invasion of Sindh is well
known from Muslim historical sources, but their invasion of the Valabhi
kingdon of the Gujerat region of Western India is known only from
Valabhi inscriptions. It is known that the Arabs' early progress
was halted by 736. Hye Ch'o's Memoir is an important record
of the progress of this early Muslim attempt to conquer
His
account of the political situation and the progress of the Arab invasions
into Central Asia is perhaps of even more interest. The Memoir records
which countries of Central Asia in 727 were under the control of the
Arabs, Turks, Tibetans, Chinese and which were independent. At this
period, T'ang China and their Turkish allies were standing in direct
confrontation with the Arab military progress into Central Asia. The
situation which Hye Ch'o witnessed would not last long, for Chinese
control of Central Asia waned after the significant battle of the
Talas River in 751, where the Arabs joined with China's former allies,
the Turks, to defeat the Korean-Chinese viceroy,Ko Son-ji.Hye Ch'o's

memoir is perhaps the last non-Muslim contemporary account of Central
Asia before its conquest by the Arabs and Muslim civilization. Central
Asia had always been an important area of Buddhist culture, particularly
important in the transmission of Buddhism to China. Shortly after Hye
Ch'o's visit, Buddhism would disappear from Central Asia and the
traditional land route for Buddhist ideas and pilgrims would be blocked
by the new, rising cultural force in Asia.

Importance of the Pilgrims' Records
It is perhaps paradoxical that one of the main areas of importance of
these records for the modern reader is also the cause of the weakness of
the records in other areas. Whatever information the records may or
may not contain, they were written for and by Buddhists. Thus, the
records are of extreme interest for the student of ancient Indian Buddhist
thought and history. All the records contain much interesting and useful
historical, political, social and archaeological data in lesser or greater
degress, but this must be said to be, in the main, incidental. I- ching,
for example, gives little information about the India of his time, beyond
the formal activities of Buddhism. Hsiian-tsang, however, relates much
information, but his purpose was also primarily concerned with Buddhism; he was giving a tour of Buddhist countries. Although I have
previously mentioned the wealth of political information Hye Ch'o
gives, he primarily dwells on Buddhist countries. In this connection
Thomas Watters has criticized Hsiian-tsang correctly from the viewpoint
of the modern historian when he says that,
His (Hsiian-bang's) faith was simple and almost unquestioning,
and he had an aptitude for belief which has been called credulity.
But his was not that credulity which lightly believes the impossible
and accepts any statement merely because it is on record and suits the
convictions or prejudices of the individual. Hstian-tsang always wanted
to have his own personal testimony, the witness of his own senses or
at least his personal experience. It is true his faith helped his unbelief,
and it was too easy to convince him where a Buddhist miracle was
concerned.. . But partly because our pilgrim was thus too ready to
believe, though partly also for other reasons, he did not make the
best use of his opportunities. He was not a good observer, a careful
investigator, or a satisfactory recorder, and consequently he left very
o.'t
much untold which he would have done well@
This criticism of Hsiian-tsang can well be applied t o all the pilgrims'
records. But Watters also pointedly reminds us that,
We must remember, however, that Hstian-tsang in his travels cared
little for other things and wanted to know only Buddha and Buddhism. His perfect faith in these, his devotion to them and his
enthusiasm for them were remarkable to his contemporaries, but to
us they are still more e~traordinary.~'

For the student of ancient Indian Buddhist thought and history the
records give an unparalleled account of Buddhist India through the
first millennium A. D. I- ching, for example, gives a detailed interpretation of the divisions of Buddhist sects along with their general geographical locations. Hsiian-tsang is also careful to give a detailed geographical
account of these sects including the numbers of monks and monasteries
at the locations he visited. He also records whether the monks belonged
to the Hinayana or Mahayana persuasions. Hsiian-tsang indicates
whether the king was friendly or unfriendly towards Buddhism, and the
state of health of Buddhism in a particular kingdom.
With reference to the Buddhist scholastic tradition, both Iching and Hsuan-tsang give useful information. I-ching mentions the
great historical masters such as Asanga, Vasubandhu, Asvaghosa and
Nagarjuna. He also mentions near contemporaries such as Dharmapala, as well as logicians, grammarians and his contemporary teachers. Because we know I-ching's dates, we can from his information
deduce the approximate dates of the great Buddhist masters, information
which is unavailable from Indian sources. I-ching also contributed to
our knowledge of Nagarjuna. He translated what is said to be a private
letter to a Satavahana king of Western India who dates to circa 100 A. D.
Both Hsuan-tsang and Hye Ch'o also record traditions concerning Nagarjuna. From Hsiian-tsang, particularly in the companion volume,
the L f e of Hsiian Tsang by Hui-li, we can obtain a clear picture of the
university moriastery of Nalanda and of Hsiian-tsang's teacher, the
Yogacara master, Dharmapala.
The pilgrims also give an excellent impression of popular Buddhist
worship and belief. I-ching relates the orthodox tradition of worship
and ritual as he understood it. Fa-hsien records actual ceremonies.
Hsiian-tsang records the stories and traditions of Buddhism that circulated throughout India. The very credulity of faith which Watters criticizes
helps to create the atmosphere in which Buddhism existed at the time.
Most importantly, these records are personal narratives of a religion in
which the writers deeply believed, a type of record unavailable in the
Indian tradition.
If the pilgrims' records are not in all cases perfect historical records,
comparable to the Chinese dynastic annals, they are none the less invaluable for the study of ancient Indian history. If India had had a great
historical tradition of its own, these records would be, at the most,
supplemental source material. However, historical writing was never

well developed in India. Thus, classical European and Chinese sources,
and such disciplines as epigraphy and numismatics become the main
sources of ancient Indian history. Without the personal narratives of
the Buddhist pilgrims, our knowledge of ancient Indian history would
lack both precise data and personal feeling. The three main areas in
which the modern historian is particularly interested are political, social
and archaeological. The pilgrims often recorded details of the political
developments of an area through which they passed. Sometimes, as in
the case of Hye Ch'o these details are explicit as to contemporary political developments. The previously mentioned Arab invasion of India
indicated by Hye Ch'o is a good example of the concrete political data
which can be obtained from the records. In other cases, exact political
details are often incidental to a pilgrim's account. However, with cross
reference to other sources and by comparing the accounts of the pilgrims,
a connected political picture of an area can be obtained. The area of
Northwest India and Central Asia, for example, was visited by all the
pilgrims except I-ching. Northwest India and Central Asia have always
been an area of much political and cultural intercourse. Fa-hsien visited
this area at the time the Kushan empire was in disintegration, just anterior to the rise of the Guptas and the influence they exerted over this area.
Fa-hsien gives little exact political data; however, he does recite legends
of Kaniska he heard while in Gandhfira. Kaniska had been the last
great king to rule over this area before Fa-hsien's arrival. The pilgrim
Sung Yun, whose travels were confined to Northwest India, describes
an extremely interesting period of its political history. Sung Yun arrived
in a period of political confusion. Nomadic peoples known as the White
Huns, or Ephthalites, had invaded this area. These invasions had a
deleterious effect on the state of Buddhism and were the cause of Sung
Yiin not being able to proceed to India proper. In fact, the main interest
of the modem historian in Sung Yun's account is his description of this
period of invasions, an obscure period of Indian history. It can be deduced, for example, that the king of Gandhara whom Sung Yun met was
named Mihirakula. At this time, he was occupied with a war with KaSmir, and it is probably for this reason that Sung Yiin was unable to
proceed past Gandhara. Hsiian-tsang travelled through Northwest
India and Central Asia when it was under the control of the Western
Turks. He had to obtain a guarantee of safe conduct from the king of
the Turks to be able to pass through this area. In Hsuan-tsang's time the
great empire of Harsa was also exerting its influence here. Hsuan-tsang
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was, in fact, a good friend of the Emperor and the personal account of
Harsa given in Hsiian-tsang's biography is unique in the study of ancient
Indian political history. Finally, Hye Ch'o visited the extreme Northwest India and Central Asia in a period when a new political and cultural force had arisen, that of the Arabs. Thus taken together, the pilgrims' account can build a composite chronological record of an area.
The wealth of political data, both direct and indirect, is invaluable for
the historian.
For the modern social historian, the accounts of the pilgrims are of
particular interest. All the pilgrims, except I-ching, recorded details of
the contemporary Indian society which they saw. As travellers from a
foreign land, it is natural that the pilgrims would record strange
social customs and traditions. Hsiian-tsang, in particular, was careful to
record certain social details of the countries he visited. Invariably, he
records the physical details of a country, its size, climate and the
crops then grown. He also gives an appraisal of the demeanor
of the people. Then, because he was a Buddhist pilgrim, Hsiian-tsang
records the religious inclinations of the society he visited. He was, of
course, particularly interested in the social position of Buddhism.
Hye Ch'o also records social details. His records are perhaps superior
to Hsiian-tsang's in this respect, because he records what particularly
interests him in a country rather than recording the details in a formulaic
style as does Hsiian-tsang. Hye Ch'o also notes the products and
agriculture of a country, and peculiarities of dress and appearance
of the inhabitants of the countries he visits, as well as of course,
the social position of Buddhism. He however, adds other valuable
details, such as describing the method of petition to a Central
Asian king. Precise and valuable social data with particular reference to
Buddhism can be obtained from the pilgrims' records. For example,
Hsiian-tsang records the fact that Nalanda was bought for the Buddhist
order by merchants for ten kotis. Hsiian-tsang's biography records
that Nalanda was supported from the revenues of one-hundred villages.
Again, such precise social information is unavailable from contemporary literary sources in the Indian tradition.
For the modem archaeologist and art historian, the records, particularly that of Hsiian-tsang, are an invaluable source. They record
the locations of important Buddhist monuments throughout India. In
the case of Hsiian-tsang, he details the exact local geographical locations
of buildings and monuments he saw. For the archaeologist, this greatly

helps the process of identification of sites he excavates. Hsiian-tsang,
in fact, can be said to be a guide to the monuments of Buddhist India
of his day. His work compares to that of Pausanias, who wrote an ancient
guide to the antiquities of Greece. At such sites a Bodhgaya, Rajgir and
Nalanda, Hsiian-tsang gives the modern reader a tour of the monuments
he saw. General Alexander Cunningham, the great nineteenth-century
Indologist was able to locate such important sites as Niilanda and VaiSaii
by merely following the directions given by Hsiian-tsang. When these
sites were later excavated some attempt could be made to identify the
buildings found only because of the information supplied by Hsiiantsang.

Reasons for Retranslation of These Records
Fifty years ago, the great historian of ancient India, Vincent Smith,
said of Fa-hsien7s records,
The final translation of Fa-hsien's Travels, equipped with an up-todate commentary adequately fulfilling the requirements of both
Chinese and Indian scholarship, has not yet appeared; and the
production of such a work by a single writer is almost i m p o ~ s i b l e . ~ ~

This comment, which can be equally applied to all the pilgrims'
records, is certainly even more true today. The translations which exist
today are the products of nineteenth-century scholarship, as can be
seen from the attached bibliography. While these translations were adequate or good for their time, major advances have since been made in
both Chinese and Indian scholarship. In one case, that of Hye Ch'o,
an English translation and commentary has never been published. Because of the importance of these for Indian history and culture, now is
the time for a major retranslation project to be undertaken.
The first area in which many advances have been made in scholarship is linguistic. The records themselves are, of course, written in Chinese. Translation of ancient Chinese manuscript has advanced in both
the understanding of meanings and in style.
While the records were written in Chinese, they deal with India,
thus a thorough knowledge of Indian languages is essential. The pilgrims
undertook to make Indian proper names, places and Buddhist technical
terminology understandable to their Chinese audience. Thus, one of
the main tasks of the modern translator is the reconstruction of such
proper names and places back into their original Indian form. This
branch of scholarship, which is consistent with the cross-cultural nature
of the records, was little understood when the records were first translated. The pilgrims themselves recognized the difficulty of construing
Indian words into Chinese. I-ching devotes a chapter to Sanskrit grammar and poetics. The work which has been done in this century in Chinese
translations of Buddhist works, can now be utilized to arrive at an
accurate translation of the often used proper names, places and Buddhist technical terms.
The advances made in the history and archaeology of ancient India
have made it possible to fully utilize the advances that have been made
in linguistics. It is now possible to identify the sites and personages

mentioned by the pilgrims with greater accuracy than was before possible. As mentioned above, General Cunningham used Hsiian-tsang to
discover and identify important archaeological sites. These sites have
since been excavated. The modem scholar is able to use the data from
these excavations to make a more precise translation of the pilgrims'
records. In major sites such as SamBth, Bodhgaya, Nalanda and Riljgir,
described by many pilgrims, we can use the records to identify the precise
location and function of individual buildings and monuments. This type
of archaeological evidence was not available to the early translators of these records.
Details of ancient Indian history have become much more clear
since the records were first translated. Through the discoveries made in
numerous archaeological sites, the advances made in the fields of epigraphy, numismatics and textual criticism, much more of what pilgrims
mention can be understood in relation to the newlydeveloped historical
framework of ancient India. Historians have carefully studied the relevant historical information contained in the records since they have become well known. The modem translator thus has a superior grasp of
ancient Indian history and is better able to translate and comment upon
historical references. It is to be hoped that new translations will cause
other scholars to elucidate further new historical information from the
records. In the case of Hye Ch'o a new tanslation is of particular
value for historians who do not read Chinese or have access to the little
known German translation.
Many scholars of ancient India, as could be expected from their
subject matter, do not have the ability to read Chinese. Because of the
importance of these records to many branches of ancient Indian scholarship, an accurate series of translations is now essential. A series of
translations which is standard in transliteration, rendered in a modem
reading style, and which incorporates the latest advances in scholarship
is much needed. A new series of translations is needed to commemorate
one of the greatest stories of contact between two great cultures in the
name of religion. The importance and uniqueness of this contact to a
modern audience can best be seen by an incident Fa-hsien records;
When Fa-hsien and Tao-ching first arrived at the Jetavana monastery, and thought how the World-honoured one had formerly resided
there for twenty-five years, painful reflections arose in their minds.
Born in a border-land, along with their like-minded friends, they had
travelled through so many kingdoms; some of those friends had

returned (to their own land), and some had (died), proving the impermanence and uncertainty of life; and to-day they saw the place
where Buddha had lived now unoccupied by him. They were
melancholy through their pain of heart, and the crowd of monks
came out, and asked them from what kingdom they were come.
'We are come,' they replied, 'from the land of Han.' 'Strange,'
said the monks with a sigh, 'that men of a border country should
be able to come here in search of our Law!' Then they said to one
another, 'During all the time that we, preceptors and monks, have
succeeded to one another, we have never seen men of Han, followers
of our system, arrive here."j3

Thus began this unique period of contact between the Indian and
Chinese cultures.
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Part I1
Translation of Memoir of a Pilgrimage to the

Five Regions of India

1. Vaiiali (?)

[. . . they do not honor the Three] Jewels

. . . l They go barefoot
and naked. The non-believers do not wear clothes . . . They eat at any
time because they do not observe uposatha. The land is completely flat. . .
They have [no] slaves? The crime of selling people is not different from
that of murder . . .

2. Kuiinagara
After a month's journey, I arrived at the country of K~sinagara.~
This is where the Buddha entered nirvana. The city is desolate and no
people live there. The stzipa was built at the site where the Buddha entered nirv~ina.~
There is a dhydna master6 who keeps the place clean.
Every year on the eighth day of the eighth month,' monks, nuns, clergy
and laymen hold a great assembly of worship there. [On this occasion],
numerous banners which were seen by all people would appear in the
sky. On the same day, many people would resolve their minds [for the
religion].
West of the stiipa is the Airavati river.8 The river flows two thousand li southwards before it enters the Ganges.9 The stiipa is isolated on
all sides; no people go there. The forests are very deserted. Those on
pilgrimage are [often] wounded by rhinoceros and tigers.1°
Thirty li southeast from the stiipa is a monastery named Bandhana.ll There are more than thirty villages [allocated to this monastery,
three or four of which112 constantly make offerings to the dhydna masters
to enable them to maintain religious services at the stiipa . . .

3. Varanasi
[After . . .] days I arrived at the country of Viiriinasi.13 This country
is also desolate. There is no king . . .
. . . the band of five [headed by Kaundinya].14 I saw a clay statue on
the stiipa.15
On top [of the pillar] there is a [statue of] a lion. The pillar is extremely beautiful.16 [Its circumference measures that of] five people1' with
joined arms. The lines carved on it are delicate. The pillar was made at
the time the stiipa [was constructed]. The monastery is named the Dhar-

macakra Sangharama . . .l8
The non-believers wear no clothes. They smear ashes on their
bodies19 and worship MahBdeva.Z0 In this monastery there are gilt
bronze images [of the Buddha] and the five hundred [Pratyeka Buddhasl.21
These images were made by ~ i l ~ d i ta~former
a , ~ ~king of Magadha.23
He also made a gilt [dharma wheel], which is over thirty paces in diameter.24 The city is built on the northern bank of the Ganges.
This Deer Park, along with Kusinagara, Rajagrha and Mahabodhi
are the four great holy s t ~ i p a sAll
. ~ ~these are situated in the territory
of the Magadha kingdom. Both Mahayana and Hinayana are practised
in this country.
. . .z6 I arrived at the Mahabodhi monastery. I was very happy as
my long cherished wish had been fulfilled. I expressed my humble wishes
in a five-word poem:
Untroubled by the distance to Mahabodhi
Unafraid that the Deer Park is far,
Only the dangerous path worried me.
Not caring how the evil wind blows.
To visit the eight stiipasn is truly not easy.28
All places29 were burnt.30
How then could one's desire be fulfilled?31
With my eyes I saw it this very day.

4. Central India and the Customs of the Five Regions of
India
From the country of Varanasi [I walked west for a] month and
arrived at the city where the central-Indian king resides. The place is
called K8nyakubja.32 The territory of the central-Indian king is very
broad and the inhabitants are many.33 The king possesses nine hundred
elephants while other great chiefs possess two to three hundred each.
The king himself often leads troops into battle and frequently fights
with the other four regions of India. The central-Indian king is always
victorious.34 According to the conventions of the countries, when one
knows that it possesses a smaller number of elephants and soldiers, it
immediately begs for peace and pays tribute annually. They do not
fight on the battlefield and kill each other.
The dress, language, customs, and laws of the five regions of India
are similar. Only the language of the village folk in south India is different.35 The class of officials is not different from that of central India.
The national laws of the five regions of India prescribe no cangue,

beatings or prison. Those who are guilty are fined in accordance with the
degree of the offence committed. There is no capital p~nishrnent.3~
From the king down to the common people one sees no pleasure hunting with falcons or dogs or such similar activities. Although there are
many bandits on the roads, they let their victims go alivex after taking
away their things. If the victim holds his things too dear, then he will
at once suffer for it.38
The land is very warm. All plants are always green. There is no frost
butter, milk and
or snow. The foods include rice, baked wheat flo~r.~Y
curds.40 Soy is not available but salt is. Everybody eats food cooked in
earthenware pots. They do not have iron cauldrons or similar things.
Apart from paying one picul of grain out of every five to the king
annually, the people have no other labor service or taxes. The king sends
his own men to transport [the grain]; it is not the duty of the landowners.
Most people of the land are poor; few are rich. Those from the royal
family, official households, and the rich wear a pair of cotton cloths.
Ordinary people wear one piece while the poor wear only half a piece.
Women do the same.
Whenever the king sits in audience, chiefs and commoners all come
and sit around him. Everyone argues for his own cause. Charges and
countercharges are many and it becomes very confusing and noisy.
The king listens but does not become angry. Deliberating, he passes
judgement saying, 'you are right' or 'you are wrong'. The commoners
and others take the word of the king as final and complain no further.
The king and the chiefs sincerely honor and worship the Three
Jewels. If they meet a monk-master, they sit on the ground, unwilling
to sit on couches. The king and chiefs take their couches with them
wherever they go or stay. They rest on them wherever they are and never
use the couches of others. Monasteries and royal houses are all threestoreyed buildings. The ground floors are used as storage rooms while
the upper floors are for dwelling. The [houses of the] great chiefs are
the same. These houses are all even roofed, made of bricks and wood.
Other houses are straw huts similar to the gabled Chinese house.41
They are also one-storeyed.
The products of the land are only cotton cloth, elephants, horses,
and other things. The land itself does not produce gold and silver. which
are imported from foreign countries. Domestic animals such as camels.
mules, asses, and pigs are not kept. Most cows are white. Among ten
thousand head there is rarely one which is red or black. Both sheep and

horses are few. Only the king has two to three hundred sheep and sixty
to seventy horses. The great chiefs and the common people do not keep
these domestic animals. They are only interested in rearing cattle, as
they obtain milk, curds, and butter from them. The people of the land
are good natured. They do not like killing. In the markets one does
not see any butchering or meat selling.

5. The Four Great Stzipas of Central India
Both Mahayana and Hinayana are practised in central India. In
the territory of central India there are four great stiipas. Three are situated north of the Ganges. One is located at the Anathapindika42 park
in ~ r ~ v a s There
t i . ~ are
~ monasteries and monks there. The second one is
at the A m a r a ~ a l park
i ~ ~ in Vaiiali. The stiipa still exists but the monastery
is deserted and ruined and without monks. The third one is situated in
K a p i l a v a s t ~ the
~ ~ ,city where the Buddha was born. The Asoka tree is
still there but the city is already ruined. There is a stiipa but no monks
or inhabitants. The city is situated at the northernmost part [of the
country].46 The forests are mostly deserted and there are many bandits
on the roads. It is very difficult for those on pilgrimage to go safely.
The fourth [great stiipa] is the stiipa with the three-laned jeweled
staircase47 situated at a distance of seven days' journey west of the city
where the central-Indian king resides. It lies between two streams of
the Ganges. This is the place where the Buddha descended from the
TrdyastrimSd8 heaven to Jambudvipdg by magically creating a threelaned jeweled staircase. The left lane is golden, the right one is silver,
and the middle one is glazed with vaidiirya. The Buddha came down
the middle lane, BrahmasO from the left lane, Sakrasl from the
right lane, both attending the Buddha. At this very spot a stiipa was
constructed. At present, there are monasteries and monks.52

6 . South India
From central India, walking south for more than three months,
I arrived at the places3 where the south Indian kings4 resides. The king
has eight hundred elephants. His territory is very broad :the south extends
to the Southern sea, the east to the Eastern sea, the west to the Western
sea, and the north adjoins the borders of central, west and east India.
The dress, food, and customs are similar to those of central India. Only
the languages are slightly different. The land is hotter than central India.
The products of this land are cotton cloth, elephants, water buffalo, and

yellow cattle. Also, there are fewer sheep. They do not have camels,
mules and asses. They have rice fields but no sorghum or millet. As for
things such as floss and thin silks, they are not available in the five regions of India.
The king, the chiefs55,and the common people highly revere the
Three Jewels. There are many monasteries and monks. Both Mahayana
and Hinayana are practised. In the mountains there is a large monastery which was constructed56 by Yaksass7 under order from the
Bodhisattva NBgarjunaS8 and not built by human beings. Moreover,
the pillars were cut from [rocks of the] mountain and built in three
storys. The monastery is over three hundred paces in circumference.
During the days when Nagarjuna was alive, the monastery had three
thousand monks. Only fifteen piculs of
were given daily to them
for maintenance, but the rice was never exhausted. [The excess rice]
would be returned immediately, but afterwards there would be no reduction [in the supply]. But at present the monastery is ruined and there are
no monks. Seven hundred years after Nagarjuna this place began to
decay.
When I was on the way to south India, I composed a poem in the
five-word style :
On a moonlit night I looked towards the homeward path,@'
Floating clouds return by the wind.
I wish this letter to go with this opportunity,
The wind blows too fast; the clouds neither listen or return.
My country is in the northern horizon,
Other lands lie at the western extremity.
N o wild geese6' in the hot south6',
Who will take my words to the homeland?'j3

7. West India
From south b d i a I walked North for two months and arrived at the
city where the king64 of west India resides. The west Indian king also
possesses five to six hundred elephant~.~5
The products of this land are
cotton cloth, silver, elephants, horses, sheep, and cows. Barley, wheat,
and various kinds of beans are produced in large quantities [but the
production of] rice and corn is much less. Food is mainly bread, wheat
preparations, curds, butter, and ghee. In the markets, silver money and
cotton cloth are used.
The king, the chiefs, and the common people highly revere and
believe in the Three Jewels. There are many monasteries and monks.

Both Mahayana and Hinayana are practised.
The land is very broad. To the west it reaches the Western sea.
The people of this country are good at singing. [In this] the other four
regions of India cannot be compared with this country. Here there is
no cangue, beating, prison, capital punishment, and similar affairs.
At present half the country has been invaded by the ArabsG6 and is
already ravaged. According to the law of the five regions of India, those
who travel do not carry food. They can beg for food wherever they go.
When the king and the chiefs travel, they take food with them so as not
to bother the people.

8. North India (Jalandhara)
For over three months 1 travelled north from west India and arrived
at the country of north India, which is called Jalandhara.67 The king of
this country has three hundred elephants. He resides in a city built on
the hillside. From the hills the place gradually stretches northwards.
As a country it is very narrow. The army and cavalry are small. It is
often annexed by the central Indian king and Ka~mir.~B
This is the reason
[the king] resides on the hillside.
The customs, dress, and language are not different from those of
central India. The land is slightly cooler than central India and the other
regions. There is also no frost or snow, but there is a cold wind. The
products of this land are elephants.69 cotton cloth, rice, and wheat.
Mules and asses are few. The king possesses a hundred horses, while
each chief has three to five, and the common people have none. The
western part of the country is a plain and the eastern part is close to the
snowy mountains. There are many monasteries and monks in this country. Both Mahayana and Hinayana are practised.

9. Suvarnagotra

'V

A small kingdom is to the east, a month's journey through the
snowy mountains. It is called Suvarnagotra. and is under the control
of the ti bet an^.^^ The dress is similar to that of north India, but the
language is different. The land is extremely cold.

10. Takka
From Jiilandhara I walked west and after a month arrived at the
country called Takka.7l The language is slightly different, but the dress,
customs, products of the land, climate, and temperature are similar to

north India. There are also many many monasteries and monks. Both
Mahayana and Hfnayana are practised. The king, chiefs, and common
people greatly revere the Three Jewels.

1 1. Sindhukula
From Takka I walked towards the west for another month and
arrived at the country of S i n d h ~ k u l aThe
. ~ ~dress, customs, climate, and
temperature are similar to north India, although the language is slightly
different. This country has many camels from which the people obtain
milk and butter for food. The king and the people greatly revere the
Three Jewels. There are many monasteries and monks. Sanghabhadra73,
the Reverend Master of the ~ d s t r a sand author of the NydydnusdraS d ~ t r was
a ~ ~a native of this country. Both Mahayana and Hinayana are
practised in this country. At present it is being invaded by the Arabs and
half of its territory has been lost. From this land to the five regions of
India [people] rarely drink much. I have traveled across the five regions,
but have not seen any drunken brawls. Those who drink do so only for
the sake of energy and strength75, but nothing more. I did not see any
people who excessively enjoyed dance, drama, and feasting.

12. Tamasavana
Further from north India76 there is a monastery called Tamasa~ a n a During
. ~ ~ the days when the Buddha was still alive he came and
preached the dharma there. He enlightened large numbers of human and
divine beings. There is a stiipa on the bank of a stream east of the monastery where the hair and nails78 of the Buddha are preserved. At present,
there are over three hundred monks. The monastery also has the relic
tooth, bone, and other things of a great Pratyeka Buddha.79 There are
seven or eight other monasteries. Each of these has five to six hundred
monks. The monasteries are well-managed.B0 They are highly respected
by the king and common people.

13. Nagaradhana
There is another monastery called Nagaradhana situated in the
mountains. There was a Chinese monk who died in this monastery. The
senior monksel of the monastery said that the Chinese monk had come
from central India and was brilliant and well-versed in the sacred teachings of the Tripiraka. He was about to return to his homeland, but suddenly fell ill and immediately died. Upon hearing the story, I grieved

deeply. Thus, I wrote a poem in four rhymes to commemorate the monk
who is now dead. The poem is in the five-word style:
The lamp at your home village has no owner,
The jewel tree fell in another country.
Where does the spirit go?
The precious c o ~ n t e n a n c ehas
~ ~ turned into ashes.
Pondering this my sorrow is deep.
I grieve that your wish was not fulfilled.
Who knows the road to his native land?
Nothing to be seen but white clouds returning.

14. Kaimir
From there [Sindhukula] I walked north for fifteen days, entered
a mountainous place, and reached the country of KaSmir.B3 KaSmir is
counted as part of north India. It is a rather big country. The king
possesses three hundred elephants and resides in the mountains. The
roads are dangerous and bad. It has not been invaded by any foreign
country. The population of this country is quite flourishing. The poor
are many and the rich are few. The dress of the king, chiefs, and rich
men is not different from that of central India. The common people
c0vei-8~their ugly bodies with woolen blankets.
The products of this land are copper, iron, cotton cloth, woolen
blankets, cows, and sheep. There are elephants, a few horsesB5, rice,
grapes,86 and other things. The land is extremely cold, which is different
from the countries mentioned before. There is frost in autumn and snow
in winter. In summer there is plenty of
The plants are always
green and the leaves thick. In winter the grasses wither.88
The valley is narrow and small. From south to north it takes a
journey of five days. From east to west, it takes one day to complete
the journey. These are the boundaries of the valley. The rest [of the country] is dense mountains. The roofs of the houses are covered by rows of
planks. Straw and tiles are not used. The king, chiefs, and the common
people greatly revere the Three Jewels. There is a dragon pool. The
dragon king89 gives daily offerings to one thousand arhat m0nks.~0
Although no one has witnessed these holy monks taking food, after the
offerings, cakes and rice have been seen coming up from below the water.
From this it is known [that they receive food]. To this day these offerings have not ceased. The king and chiefs ride on elephants when they go
out. Minor officials ride on horses while the common people all go on
foot. There are numerous monasteries and monks in the country. Both

Mahayana and Hinayana are practised.
Following the practice of the five regions of India, from the king,
the queen, consorts, and princesg1,down to the chiefs and their wives,
all separately build monasteries in accordance with their respective
capabilities. They say when each person has his own meritorious virtues,
why should joint effort be necessary? Such being the case, other princes
follow that [practice].
Whenever a monastery is built, a village and its inhabitants are
immediately donated as an offering to the Three Jewels. Building a
monastery without making any donation of a village and its folk is not
done. It being the practice of this foreign country, the king and his
wivesg2 have separate villages with their inhabitants. The princes and
chiefs also have their villages and their inhabitants which they donate
independently without consulting the king.93 This also applies in the
case of building monasteries. When necessary to build, they do so, and
the king is not asked. The king dares not stand in the way because he
is afraid that it would taint him with bad deeds.94
As for the rich commoners, though having no villages to donate,
they also try their best to build monasteries and manage them by themselves. Whenever they obtain things, they offer them to the Three Jewels.
As in the five regions of India, human beings are not sold. Since there
are no slaves, it is necessary to donate villages and their inhabitants
[to the monasteries].

15. Greater Bolor
From Kasmir I crossed the mountains and travelled northeast for
fifteen days. The countries here are Greater Bolorg5,Yang-t'ung96, and
S h a - p o - t z ' ~ . These
~~
three countries are all under Tibetan authority.
The dress, language, and customs of the people are all different. People
wear furs, cotton shirts, boots, and trousers. The land is narrow and
the mountains and streams are extremely dangerous. There are also
monasteries and monks. People respect and believe in the Three Jewels.
Eastwards from here is Tibet [where] there are no monasteries or houses
[and where] Buddhism is not known. Because the people [of Greater Bolor,
Yang-t'ung and Sha-po-tz'u] are Hu peopleg*, they believe [in Buddhism].

16. Tibet
To the east lies Tibet. It is situated among glaciers, snowy moun-

tains and valleys. People dwell in tents made of felt. Here there are no
cities, suburbs or houses. The residential quarters are similar to those
of the Turks.g9 Their dwellings shift with the course of water and grass.
Though the king stays in a fixed place, there is no city. He resides and
carries on with his work in felt tents. The products of this land include
sheep, horses, yaks, and woolens.100The dress [of the people] is made of
woolens and furs. The dress of the women is the same. The land is extremely cold, unlike the other countries. Usually the food of families is
parched grain; rice and pastry are rare.lo1 The king and the common
people all do not know Buddhism. There are no monasteries or houses.102
The people hollow103out the ground and thus make earthen beds to sleep
on. There are no couches and mats. The people are very dark; there are
no fair ones.104 The language is different from other countries. The
inhabitants here are fond of eating lice, as they wear woolens which
have many lice and nits. Whenever they catch one, they immediately
put it into their mouths. They would never throw it away.

17. Lesser Bolor
From KaSmir I travelled further northwest for seven days, crossed
the mountains, and arrived at the country of Lesser Bolor,l05 which is
under Chinese rule. The dress, customs, food, and language are similar
to those of Greater Bolor. The people wear cotton shirts1°6 and boots,
cut their beards and hair, and bind their heads with a piece of cotton
cloth. Women keep their hair. The poor are many and the rich are few.
The valleys are narrow and cultivable lands are limited. The mountains
are withered and sterilelo7,with no trees or grass. Greater Bolor was originally the place where the king of Lesser Bolor resided. It was because
the Tibetans have come that he fled and shifted his residence to Lesser
Bolor. The chiefs and common people remained and did not come
[with the king].

18. Gandhiira
From KaSmir I travelled further northwest. After one month's
journey across the mountains I arrived at the country of GandhBra.loB
The king and military personnel are all Turks. The natives are Hu
people; there are also Brahmins. The country was formerly under the
influence of the king of KBpiSa.log A-yeh, the Turkish prince, took a
defeated cavalry and allied himself to the king of KBpiSa. Later, when
the Turkish force was strong, the prince assassinated the king of K BpiSa

and declared himself king. Thereafter, the territory from this country
to the northl10 was all ruled by the Turkish king, who also resided in
this country.ll1
The mountains are withered with no grass or trees. The dress,
customs, language, and climate are all different [from other countries].
The dress includes furs, cotton shirts112, boots, and trousers. The land
is suitable for barley and wheat. There is no sorghum, millet, or rice.
People mostly eat parched grain and pastry. Except for KaSmir, Greater
and Lesser Bolor, and Yang-t'ung, the rest of the countries from Gandhara to the five regions of India, and further to the Malay archipelago1I3,
all do not produce grapes114,but only sugarcane.115
The Turkish king possesses five elephants and countless sheep and
horses. Camels, mules, and asses are plentiful. [Because] China [fights]
against the Hull6 people one cannot go east without detour.l17Towards
the south the road is dangerous and difficult, and there are many bandits.
From here to the north, evil occupations are many.l18 There are many
butcheries in the towns' shops.
Though the king is of Turkish origin, he greatly believes and respects
the Three Jewels. The king, the royal consort, the prince, and the chiefs
build monasteries separately and worship the Three Jewels. The king
institutes the great feast of the Wu-cl~eassembly twice a year. Whatever
he personally likes and uses-his wife, elephants, and horses-he donates
[to the Saligha]. The king asks only that the monks fix the price of his
wife and elephants, so that he can redeem them. As for the rest, the
camels, horses, gold and silver, clothes, and furniture, are all sold by
the monks. The amount is shared by the monks for their expenditures.
These are the differences between this king and the other Turkish kings
of the north. His sons and daughters act similarly, separately building
monasteries, offering feasts, and giving donations.
The city1" is built on the northern bank of the great Indus river.
Three days' travel from this city to the west, there is a great monastery
which was the residential monastery of Bodhisattvas V a ~ u b a n d h u l ~ ~
and Asaliga. The monastery is called Kaniska.lZ1There is a great stzipa
which constantly glows. The monastery and the stzipa were built by the
former king Kaniska, so the monastery was named after him.
Southeast . . . li from this city is the place where the Former Buddha
. present there are monasteries and monks.
saved the dove for King ~ i b iAt
The place where the Former Buddha offered his head and eyes to the
five Yak?aslzz is also situated in this country. The places are all in the

mountains southeast of the city. Each of these places has monasteries
and monks, which are presently being supported. Both Mahayana and
Hinayana are practised here.

19. Udyana
From Gandhara, going directly north, I entered the mountains,
travelled for three days and arrived at the country of Udyana, which
~ ~ king of this country greatly reveres
its people call U d d i ~ a n a . ' The
the Three Jewels. Most of his villages and their inhabitants have been
donated for the support of the monasteries. Only a few villages remain
his own and even food and clothing from them are donated to the monasteries. He daily offers feasts [to the Sangha]. There are many monasteries
and monks. There are slightly more monks than laymen. The dress,
food, and customs here are similar to Gandhara, though the languages
are different. The land has many camels, mules, sheep, cotton clothing,
and similar things. The climate is very cold.

20. Chitral
From Udyana, after fifteen days journery travelling further northeast, I arrived at the country of Chitral which its people call Sha-mochieh-lo- he.'^^ The king [of this country] also reveres and believes in
the Three Jewels. There are many monasteries and monks. The dress
and language are similar to those of Udyana. The people wear cotton
shirts and trousers. There are also sheep and horses.

21. Lampaka
Further to the west from Gandhara, I entered the mountains, and
after seven days journey arrived at the country of L a m ~ a k a . 'The
~~
country has no king, but has a great chief. The country is also subject
to Gandhara. The dress and language are similar to those of Gandhara.
There are also monasteries and monks here. The Three Jewels are revered
and believed. Mahayana Buddhism is practised.

22. Kapisa
From Lampaka, I again entered the mountains. After eight days
journery I arrived at the country of KapiSa. This country is also under
the authority of the king of Gandhara. During the summer the king
comes to KapiSa and resides here because of the cool temperature.
During the winter he goes to Gandhara and resides at that warm place126

because there is no snow and it is warm and not cold. In the winter
the snows accumulate in Kapisa. This is the reason for the cold.
The natives of the country are Hu people; the king and the cavalry
are Turks. The dress, language, and food of this place are mostly similar
to Tokharistan12?, though there are small differences. Whether man or
woman, all wear cotton shirts, trousers, and boots. There is no distinction of dress between men and women. The men cut their beards and
hair, but the women keep their hair. The products of this land include
camels, mules, sheep, horses, asses, cotton cloth, grapes, barley, wheat,
and saffron.
The people of this country greatly revere the Three Jewels. There
are many monasteries and monks. The common people compete128in
constructing monasteries and supporting the Three Jewels. In the big
city there is a monastery called S h a - h s i - s ~ u .At
~~~
present, the curly
hair130 and the relic bones131 of the Buddha are to be seen in the monastery. The king, the officials, and the common people daily worship
these relics. Hinayana Buddhism is practised in this country. The land
is situated in the mountains. On the mountains there is no vegetation.
[It looks] as if the land had been burned by fire.

23. Ziibulistan
From Kapisa I travelled further west and after seven days arrived
~ ~ its people call She-hu-lo-sa-t'aat the country of Z a b ~ l i s t B n lwhich
na.133 The native are Hu people; the king and cavalry are Turks. The
king, a nephew of the king of Kapisa, himself controls his tribe and the
cavalry stationed in this country. It is not subject to other countries,
not even his own uncle. Though the king and the chiefs are Turks, they
highly revere the Three Jewels. There are many monasteries and monks.
Mahayana Buddhism is practised. There is a great Turkish chief called
Sha-tuo-kan, who once a year lays out his gold and silver, which is
much more than the king possesses. The dress, customs, and products
of this land are similar to those of Kapisa, but the languages are different.

24. Bamiyan
From Zabulistan I travelled further north and after seven days arrived at the country of Bami~Bn.l3~
The king here is a Hu, and is independent of other countries. His cavalry is strong and numerous, and other
countries dare not invade this land. The clothing consists of cotton shirts,

furs, felt shirts and such. The products of this country include sheep,
horses, and cotton. There are plenty of grapes. The land has snow and is
extremely cold. The dwellings are mostly on the mountainside. The
kings, the chiefs, and the common people highly revere the Three Jewels.
There are many monasteries and monks. Both Mahayana and Hinayana
are practised. The inhabitants of this country and those of Zabulistan
cut their beards and hair. The dress is similar to that of Kapisa. Nevertheless, there are also many differences. The local dialects are different
from those of other countries.

25. Tokharistiin
From Bamiyan I travelled further north and after twenty days
arrived at the country of Tokharistan. The capital city is called Pactra.135
At present, the place is guarded and oppressed by Arab forces. The original king was compelled to leave the capital136, and he resided at Badakshan137, which is one month's journey from the capital towards
the east. It is also under the authority of the Arabs.
The language [of this country] is different from that of other countries. Though it is similar to the language of KapiSa, for the most part
it is different. The dress is mostly made of fur, cotton, and similar things.
From the king and chiefs down to the common people, all use fur as
the outer garment. The land has many camels, mules, sheep and grapes.
As far as food is concerned, the people are only fond of pastry. The
land is cold. There is fog and snow during the winter. The king, the
chiefs, and the common people respect the Three Jewels. There are
many monasteries and monks. Hinayana Buddhism is practised. They
eat meat138, onions, and leeks. They do not profess any other religions.
All men cut their beards and hair, but women keep their hair. The land
is mountainous.

26. Persia
From Tokharistan I travelled further west and after one month
arrived at the country of Persia. Formerly, the king of this country ruled
over the A r a b ~ . l 3One
~ Arab, the camel keeper140 of the Persian king
rebelled, assassinated the king, and declared himself the ruler. This is
the reason why the country is now annexed by the Arabs.
The dress [or this country] is a wide cotton shirt. [The people] cut
their beards and hair. They eat pastry and meat. Even if there is rice,
they would grind it, make it into pastry, and then eat it. The products

of the land are camels, mules, sheep, horses, big asses, cotton cloth,
and precious articles. The languages is different from that of other
countries.
The natives of this land are naturally skilful in trade.I4l They frequently sail to the western sea and enter the southern sea, and take
precious things from the country of Ceylon. Thus. they claim that this
land [Persia] produces all precious things by itself. They also take gold
from the Malay archipelago, sail to Chinese territory, and proceed straight
to Canton to buy silk gauze, silk wadding, and similar things. The
land produces fine cotton. The inhabitants like to slaughter animals.
They serve Heaven and have no knowledge of Buddhism.

27. Arabs
From the country of Persia,1421 travelled further north and after
ten days arrived at the country of the Arabs. The king of this country
does not stay143on his own land. At present, he resides in Lesser Fulin144 because he has conquered it. Moreover, that place is an islandlike, strong fortress145, which is the reason the king resides there.14'j
The products of this country are camels, mules, sheep, horses, cotton, woolen carpets, and precious things. The dress is a wide shirt made
of fine cotton. Another piece of cotton added over the shirt is the outer
garment. The king and the common people wear the same kind of clothing without distinction. Women also wear wide shirts.
Men cut their hair, but keep their beards. Women keep their hair.14'
When they eat food, there is no distinction between noble and commoner. They take food together from the same plate with their hands,
and also use spoons and skewers.148 They very much dislike taking readymade things. They say that to eat the meat that is slaughtered by one's
own hands brings boundless fortune. The inhabitants of this country
are fond of slaughtering. They serve Heaven, and have no knowledge of
Buddhism. In the law of the country, there is no convention of prostration.

29. Greater Fu-lin
Northwest of Lesser Fu-lin, along the sea shore, is the country of
Greater Fu-1i11.l~~
The king has a very strong and large army. He is not
subject to any other country. The Arabs made a few attacks, which did
not succeed. The Turks also tried an invasion, which was also unsuccessful. The land has many precious things. Camels, mules, sheep, horses

and such are very abundant. The dress is similar to that of Persia and
the Arabs. The language is distinct from others.

29. Six Countries of Central Asia
From the country of the Arabs to the east, all the countries belong
to the Hu people. These are the countries of Bokhara, Kaputana,
Kish, Shih-lo, Maimarg, and Samarkand.lsO Though each of these
countries has its own king, they are all under the authority of the Arabs.
These countries are small, their armies are very limited, and they are
unable to protect themselves. The products of these lands include camels, mules, sheep, horses, and cotton. The dress is cotton shirts, trousers,
and furs. The languages are different from those of other countries.
Moreover, all these six countries serve the Fire Religion. They have
no knowledge of Buddhism. Only in Samarkand is there one monastery
and monk, who does not know how to revere [the Three Jewels]. In
these countries of the Hu people, both the beard and hair are cut. People
like to wear white caps made of cotton. One extremely bad custom is
incestuous marriages, [which allows] one to take his own mother or
sisters as his wives. The Persians also take their mothers as their wives.
In the country of Tokharistan and those of KapiSa, Bamiyan, and
Zabulistan, two, three, five, or even ten brothers are jointly married to
one wife. They are not allowed to marry separately as they are afraid
that separate marriages would ruin their livelihood.

30. Ferghana
To the east of Samarkand is the country of Ferghanalsl where
they have two kings. The great Fu-yu river's2 flows to the west from the
center of the country. The king to the south of the river is subject to the
Arabs. The king to the north of the river is subject to the Turks. The
products of the land include camels, mules, sheep, horses, and cotton
cloth. The dress is made of fur and cotton. The food is mainly pastry
and parched wheat. The language is different from that of other countries. The inhabitants have no knowledge of Buddhism. There are no
monasteries, monks or nuns.

31. Khuttal
East of Ferghana there is a country called Khuttal. The king is of
Turkish origin. Half of the local inhabitants are Hu people, and the
other half are Turks.The products of this land include camels, mules,

sheep, horses, cows, asses, grapes, cotton cloth, and woolen rugs. The
dress is made of cotton and fur. The language is one-third Tokharian,
one-third Turkish, and one-third local dialect. The kings, the chiefs,
and the common people respect and believe the Three Jewels. Hinayana
Buddhism is practised. This country is under the control of the Arabs.
Although other countries call it a country, its size is only comparable
with a great prefecture in China. The men of this country cut their beards
and hair. The women keep their hair.153

32. Turks
From the country of the Hu people up to the northern sea in the
north, the western sea in the west, and ChinalS4in the east, is the territory inhabited by the Turks. The Turks have no knowledge of Buddhism.
There are no monasteries or monks. The dress is fur and woolen shirts.
Insects are used for food.155 There are no cities or houses. Felt tents
are used for houses, which people carry with them wherever they go.
The movement of the Turks follows the course of water and grass. The
men cut their beards and hair. The women keep their hair.lS6The language is different from that of other countries. The people of this land are
fond of killing. They do not distinguish between good and bad. The
land has many camels, mules, sheep, horses and such.

33. Wakhsn
From Tokharistan I walked east for seven days and arrived at the
city where the Wakhan king resides.157 When I was at Tokharistan, I
met the Chinese Ambassador to foreign lands. I wrote a five-word poem
in four rhymes, to express my feelings:
You complain that the way to the Western Barbarians is distant.
I lament for the long way east:
Barren roads on huge snowy ranges,
Dangerous torrents and bandits at every turn,
Flying birds are alarmed by the precipitous cliffs,
People are in danger walking on slanting bridges.lS8
I, who have never wept in my life,
Now shed a thousand tears.
[Another poem on the] snowy day at Tokharistan in the five word
style :
Cold snow becomes ice,
Cold winds crack the earth,
Great oceans of snow, frozen and extending far,

Rivers and streams erode the sides of the cliffs,159
Even the Dragon Gate waterfall becomes frozen.160
Wells seem to be covered by coiling snakes,
With fire I climb up the steps and sing.161
How can I cross the Pamirs?

The king of Wakhan has a small and weak cavalry and can not protect
himself. At present he is under the authority of the Arabs. He pays
annually three thousand rolls of silk to the Arabs. He is stationed in
a valley which is narrow, and most people are poor. The dress is fur and
woolen shirts. The king wears silk gauze and cotton cloth. Only pastry
and parched wheat are used for food. The land is much colder than other
countries. The language is different. The sheep and cows of this country
are very small. There are also horses and mules. The monasteries and
monks are there. Hinayana Buddhism is practised. The king, the chiefs,
and the common people all serve Buddha and do not belong to other
religions. This is the reason why other religions are not in this land. The
men cut their beards and hair. The women keep their hair. The people
live on the mountains where there are no trees1'j2, water, or grass.

34. Nine Shih-ni Countries
In the northern mountains of Wakhan there are nine Shih-nil63
countries. Each of these nine kings commands his troopsl64, and they
are stationed [in one place]. One of them is subject to the king of Wakhan. The rest are independent and not subject to any other country.
Recently there were two K'u kings who submitted to China, and messengers are continuously sent165to An-hsi. Only the king and chiefs wear
cotton and furs; the rest of the common people wear fur and woolen
shirts. The land is extremely cold, [people] make their homes on the
snowy mountains. This is different from other countries. Here there are
sheep, horses, cows, and donkeys. The language is different from that
of other countries. The king often sends two to three hundred men to
the valley of T a - ~ o - r n i to
l ~ plunder
~
the Hu traders as well as the messengers. Even if they took silk, they would pile it in storage rooms, and let
it rot as they do not know how to make clothing. In these Shih-ni countries, Buddhism is not practised.

35. Ts'ung Ling
From Wakhan I travelled for another fifteen days towards the east,
across the Po-mi valley and arrived at the garrison town of Ts'ung
Ling.167 The town is under Chinese control and Chinese troops are on

guard here. Formerly, this was the territory of King P'ei-hsingl*, but
that king rebelled against China, fled and submitted to the Tibetans.
There are no inhabitants in this country at present. The foreigners call
this place K'~-fan-t'an,l~~
the Chinese name is Ts'ung Ling.

36. Kashgar
From Ts'ung Ling I travelled170 another month and arrived at
Kashgar.171 The foreigners call this place Kashgiri.172 The place is also
guarded by Chinese troops.l73 There are monasteries and monks. Hinayana Buddhism is practised. People eat meat, onions, leeks, and
The local inhabitants wear cotton clothes.

37. Kucha
From Kashgar I travelled further east for one month and arrived
at the country of K ~ c h a . l 7This
~ is the headquarters of the great protectorate of An-h~i,l7~
the place where Chinese troops are gathered. In
Kucha there are many monasteries and monks. Hinayana Buddhism is
practised. The foods are meat, onions, leeks, and such. The Chinese
monks practise Mahayana Buddhism.

38. Khotan
Two thousand Ii from An-hsi is the country of K h ~ t a n . There
' ~ ~ are
also many Chinese troops stationed here. There are many monasteries
and monks. Mahayana Buddhism is practised. No monks eat meat.
From here eastward is all the territory of the Great T'ang empire.
This is known to all. One can understand [the Situation] without further
explanation.

39. Monasteries of An-hsi
I arrived at An-hsi during the first ten day period of the eleventh
moon of the fifteenth year of the. Kbi-yiian era.l78 At that time, the
military governor was his excellency C h a ~ . ' ~ ~
There are two monasteries presided over by Chinese monks.lBOThey
practise Mahayana Buddhism and eat no meat. The abbot of the Ta-yiin
monastery is Hsiu-hsing, who is well versed in discourse and speech.
Previously, he was a monk of the Ts'i-pao-t'an Monastery in the capital.
The Duty Distributorlg1 called Yi-ch'ao understands the Vinaya Pifaka very well.la2 Previously he was a monk of the Chuang-yen Monastery in the capital. The Chief Chair1*3 of the Ta-yiin Monasteryla called

Ming-yiin, who had a high moral character, originally came from the
capital. These monks are good chiefs.185 They possess religious determination and perform religious worship with joy.
The abbot of the Lung-hsing M ~ n a s t e r yisl ~called
~
Fa-hai. Though
he is a Chinese born in An-hsi, his scholarship and manners are not
different from those of China.
There is a Chinese monastery called Lung-hsing-ssu in Khotan.
A Chinese monk called . . . is the abbot of the monastery, and he is
a good abbot. This monk is a native of Chi-chou in Ho-pei.
There is also a Chinese monastery called the Ta-yiin-ssu in Kashgar.
A Chinese monk resides over the monastery, who is a native of Minchou.

40. Wu Chih
From An-hsi I travelled further east for . . . and arrived at the
country of WU-chih.18' The place is also guarded by Chinese troops.
There is a king, and the inhabitants are Hu people. There are many
monasteries and monks. Hinayana Buddhism is practised.
There are four towns in the An-hsi region188, namely An-hsi
[Kucha], Khotan, Kashgar, and Wu-chih. . . they follow Chinese customs.
Around their heads they wear [turbans] . . .

Notes To The Translation*
1. The MS. begins with this fragmentary account of a group of non-

Buddhists. The three treasures are the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Satigha.
2. The character &, though faint, can be nothing else. (Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note I.) Cf. Tokyo MS, la, line I.
3. "They have [no] slaves" [&I
(Fuchs). See the following sentence and MS, 4b, line 10, @+-&@#. The absence of slavery in India impressed
the Greek explorers who came with Alexander the Great-Strabo, Geography
XV i 34, C 701 and 54, C 710; Arrian, Indica x 8-9. But Jan Ylin-hua avers,
"In the 8th century A. D. there were slaves in India. ' [Ed.] In agreement with
Sadakata, we decided to translate,". ... They have [no] slaves."
4. KuSinagara #i~P@lZ4.
5. The place is called 'Matha-kuar (Dead Prince) today by the locals.
6. @I!@is a higher priest or monk, not a common monk.
7. The eighth of the Indian Eighth Month would be the fifteenth of
the Far Eastern Seventh Month, according to Dr. So Kyong-bo of Dong-A
University, Pusan, Korea. The fifteenth of the Seventh Month used to be
celebrated in Korea as U-ran-bun-hoe; see Choe Sang-su, Annual Customs
of Korea, Seoul, 1960, p. 75 f. 1x8 11EI refers to the month of Karttika in
the Indian Calenders. It is a Sarvastivada tradition.
8. Airavati-"The Ajitavati FT@?6Rl$of HsUan-tsang, (Beal 11, 32,
footnote 89); according to him the Sttipa (tower) stood then westward of
the river: probably this can be explained by a change in the course of the
Ajitavati." Cf. Fuchs, p. 431, note 6.
9. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note 2: "E in Fuchs is wrong."
But in light of the fact that MS, Ia, line 7 has the same as Fbchs, it seems that
the latter is correct after all.
10. "tigers" so Fuchs translater ;it&. [Ed.] Sadakata translates as
'Ogata no mushi or 'large insects.'
11. =&@+
[Ed.] According to Fujita, this is Makuta-Bandhana
which appears in the Mdhaparinibbdna-sutta.
12. "On the road ... sitesw-reading in MS, only Ia, line 8, the faintly
visible *(.W%2)$ $ E E T i & not deciphered by Fuchs.
13. For B read $& (Fuchs). This is modern Benares.
14. The first five converts were Ajiiata-Kaundinya FTZER&U, Assaji
and Vappa @%B.According
R%Z, Mahanama @S%,Bhaddiya
to Dr. Zenryu Tsukamoto, director of the Kyoto Museum, Kyoto, Japan,
*This section is mainly the work of Prof. Yang except for the editorial notes
indicated by [Ed.].

in a letter to H. S. Yang dated July 16, 1961, statues of these five are now
preserved in the Calcutta Museum. Indological Jozrrnal (hereafter IJ), Vol.
IV, Pt ii, Sept., 1968, p. 267: "The statues were perhaps erected after Hsuantsang's departure from India. Since archeological excavations have not
unearthed these modelled statues, they might have perished or have been
taken elsewhere." Cf. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note 4: ''@ in Fuchs
is wrong." But Fuchs, p. 432, note 4: @Xfll$$kcorresponds to & J B ? ~ Z ~
Nothing like & in Fuchs can be seen." Fuchs, p. 458: @.
15. % (em. Fuchs; E
,' MS.) %@ - %=%=!!I!!
(Fuchs). Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note 5: "It is %. " MS, la, line 11 has the same as
Fuchs.
16. "beautiful" E em. Fuchs; & (=a"rough, bulky") MS.
17. IJ p. 267: ".. . According to Hui-ch'ao, the pillar is an armful to
five persons (sic). But at the time of the archeological excavations, F. 0. Oettel
found the column measured above 27 112' in height and it tapered from 2' 4"
diameter at the bottom to I' 10" diameter at the top .... At time of the excavations, the column was found a short distance to the west of the main shrine."
18. IJ, p. 268, and 269: ". ... According to Hsiian-tsang, the monastery
a t Sarnath could be named as Mrgadava Sanghgrama. This name has been
translated by S. Beal as the Sanghgrama of Lu-ye ('Stag desert'); hence Li
Yung-hsi rendered the name as the Deer Park Monastery."
19. IJ, p. 263: "This statement of 'wear no cloth and smear ashes on
their bodies' are identical with Hsiian-tsang's record. In the travels of Fahsien, though it was stated that there are now two monasteries in the deer
forest, both with resident priests, the name of the monastery is not mentioned.
In the archeological reports, the monastery has been described as the main
shrine or Miilagandhakuti. Now in the memoir of Hui-ch'ao, it is clearly
recorded that the monastery was called Ta-mo-kan-ko-lo-seng, which leaves
no doubt of its being a transliteration from the original Sanskrit name
Dharmacakra-sangharama. Though Fujita Toyohachi has in his commentray
of the Memoir agreed that the monastery should be named as Dharmacakrasanghgrama, he has a long discussion which aims to identify the name with
Dhamekha-sttipa."
20. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note 7: ''31RAX should be
continued ItJc++."
But Fuchs has SRAXT@. MS. la, line 14 is not so
clear but it seemed to be right. According to Bulkyo sajun, p. 163, AX is
Mahadeva. In B. C. 4 he was in India. Conspiring with his mother, he killed
his father. an Arhat B@. After that, he understood Buddhist doctrines;
pretending to be a Buddhist, he did not believe in Buddha. IJ p. 269: ". ...
Hui-ch'ao s reference to ~ i v aworship at the place corroborates the
statement of Hsilan-tsang, the only difference being about the location of
this worship. Hsiian-tsang says that at Varanasl he found a hundred or so

Deva temples with about 10,000 sectaries. They honor principally Maheivara. In the memoir of Hui-ch'ao, the worship is mentioned in the course of
the account concerning both Varanasr proper and Sarnath."
21. Cf. Bulkyo sajun, p. 178 and Bukkyo daijitcn, Vol. 5 , p. 4727. The
in Fuchs, p. 432, note 9 is based on an emendation by Takakusu, YHD,
p. 5. ' IJ, pp. 269-270: "This is perhaps a reaffirmation of Hsban-tsang's
reference. In the shrine hall there was a life size bronze image of Buddha in
the attitude of turning the wheel of law."
22. Fuchs, p. 432, note 10: "D. I. Harsavardhana, 608-647; er war
Kanyuakubia, hatte sich aber ganz Mittel-Indien mit Magada unterwerfen ...
Fuchs, p. 432 and 458 changes P@%Eto j'%XE, but the manuscript
is not clear. IJ, p. 270," The mention of Buddhist statues and a gift wheel made
by King Siladitya is very significant. Though Hsiian-tsang informs us about
Harsa's devotion to Buddhism and his patronage to Buddhists and though
we are also told that Harsa had erected thousands of topes on the bank of
the Ganges and Buddhist monasteries at the sacred places of the Buddhists
.... there has been no indication about his making statues. On this point the
information contained in the Memoir has enriched our knowledge on the great
ruler of Kanuij. Since HsUan-tsang was a personal friend of Harsa, he would
not have missed recording the fact if the latter had been making the statues
of Buddha at Sarnath .... In the Memoir, Hui-ch'ao addressed Harsa as a
former king of Magadha. This tallies with the official records of the History
of T'ang dynasty."
23. This is an old kingdom of Middle India. This country had the deepest
relation with Buddhism. The first book of Buddhist doctrine was made in
this country. Cf. Bulkyo sajun. p. 195.
24. Fuchs, p. 432, note 11, and p. 458 has @BiE+fi&$ but Haneda
is wrong; and it would
Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note 8: ''@3BIiE~f-ftt%?b
be i&M%+;lttR$" However, ~ H i E + f i R $in Tokyo MS agrees with Fuchs.
IJ, p. 266: ". .. thirty and odd spaces in diameter."
25. WAS% : #&IS,&BE&,@@SF!@,
AE%&.
26. 00&9&@5J%@3.
27. These are the eight holy places where Gautama preached while
travelling. The four above-mentioned holy places are said to give blessings
to the human world; the other four spiritual places to give blessings from
heaven. This is why eight towers were established. See Bukkyo daijiten, Vol.
5, p. 4220. Cf. Fuchs, p. 433, note 8: "An den acht in Buddhas leben wichtigen
Statten erbaut; vgl. Oda, p. 1410 s. v. t."
28. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note 9: "In the original document
there is %ZB, but it should be read as 3&%R." In Tokyo MS, Ib, line 7
(MS, p. 164) has the same as %%B.However, the right order should be

3#B.

29. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 627, note 10: "S%@ should be
SS@. There is BE in ,%fi-ME!S&IIp~~% as evidence." In Tokyo
MS, Ib, line $%@ can be faintly seen. IJ, p. 266 translated B%@ as 'marks
of kalpa'.
30. IJ, p. 272: "In the archeological report Cunningham states: "It
will have been observed that every excavation made near Sarnath has revealed
traces of fire, I myself found charred timber and half-burnt grain. The same
things were also found by Major Kittoe. So vividly was the impression of
a great final catastrophe by fire fixed in Major Kittoe's mind by the discoveries
made during his excavations that he thus summed up his conclusions to me
in a few words: 'All has been sacked and burnt, priests, temples, idols, all
together. In some places, bones, iron, timber, idols, etc. are all fused into huge
heaps; and this has happened more than once.' According to some scholars,
the place might have been burnt down by the Huns when they invaded northern India during the 5th and 6th century of the Christian era, while Belgar
and others are of the opinion that the Buddhist monuments might have suffered
from the fury of the Moslem conquerors."
31. Fuchs, p. 433 translated "Wie kann da mein Wunchgeliibde erfiillt
wer?" A literal translation would be: "How could a person's desire be
fulfilled ?"
32. Kanyakubja (Pali, Kannakujja). Cf. Mizutani, pp. 161-162. footnote 1 and 2.
33. Tokyo MS, lb, line 8 has Ei&%M. But Haneda Anniversary, Vol.
I, p. 627, note I1 has "M is right." However, Fuchs, p. 434, note 1 has the
same as m.
34. Journal of Indian History (hereafter JIH), Vol. XLV, Part I, No.
133, April 1967, p. 167: "Although no name of this central (Middle) Indian
king is given by the Sillian king, since the time of his visit was about 723-724
A. D., the powerful ruler whom he described should have been no other than
Yaiovarman, a historical person, who could not achieve the great glory of
World Conquest.. .. Y aiovarman, sending his minister Bhadanta Po-ta-hsin
to the Chinese Emperor, Hsiian-tsang of the T'ang dynasty, prayed for diplomatic recognition."
35. In Tokyo MS, Ib, line 11, %fiXH3G!T&Z;k ( ? 1 ElillJ. Fuchs,
p. 458 interprets as %. Oriens Extremus, December, 1968, p. 177: "The
Sanscrit language, although already used in official circles, had not yet penetrated into the root of South Indian society. Many of the local languages of
the Chalukyan kingdom linguistically belonged to the Dravidian group."
36. Tokyo MS, Ib, line 13 has %@. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p.
628, note 12: ''% should be corrected as fiJ." Likewise, Fuchs, p. 459.
37( {E 'hurt', em. Fuchs; % 'die away', MS (Ib. 14).
38. Fuchs, p. 434, note 8 has @% to R%. Haneda Anniversary, Vol.

I, p. 628, note 12: "In the original manuscript there is f=, but it should be
g." I follow Fuchs because M makes better sense; .tr; means 'fear'. M is more
intelligible than E .
39. F U C ~ Sp., 434: "Brotkuchen und gedampfte Teigwaren." that is,
'rice-cake' and 'roasted rice or bariey ground into flour. Cf. Fuchs, p. 434,
note 10. Actually in Korean I%@is "Ttuk"
and "Misit kam 01 3!7\+,
Roosted rice or barley is ground into a powder for @, Cf. Hanhan hsajun,
p. 128.
40. Fuchs, p. 434: "fY1%&% means Schmelzbutter, Milch und Sahne."
to u f : g ~
41. [Ed.] Fuchs, p. 436, note 2 corrects uE&@~g7;fi&
~ifrj7;fi&,
In Tokyo MS. 2a, line 10 has the same as MR&EHjTfi&. It
is because WR@BTRTfTiAdoes not make sense. It still, however, does not
make good sense to say, ".... similar to the Chinese house built at the time of
rains." In agreement with Sadakata, we read fi as A. Thus, our trauslation"
.... similar to the Chinese house (i. e., gabled)."
42. Anathapindika r l r g was
~ ~ a mile away from ~ r a v a s tThis
~ . was the
place where the Buddha Gautama preached. See Fuchs, p. 436 and Bulkyo
sajun, p. 107.
43. ~ravastr%AM was a town in Kosala country in Middle India.
When Buddha was alive, the kings Pasesadi and Virudhaka lived here and a
famous Jetavana-vihara also existed. This location was known as Sternaht
in today's Conda after discovering the relic. See p. 37, Bulkyo sajun S Z A ) ~ .
44. Fuchs, p. 460 has EJmR%but in Tokyo MS, 2b, line I the characters W L t ; ~ # & & can be seen. Cf. Bulkyo sajun, p. 34: Vaibli was in Middle India
on the Ganges river. When Gautama was alive, he used to visit here.
but Tokyo MS, 2b, line 2 has %!%JlV
45. Fuchs, p. 460 has & E ~ E H
f M.Kapilavastu is in the area of Tarai in Nepal. This was the place where
p. 10
Gautama was born. See Pyojun Kukue sajun $%@BB#R.
46. north (AL) em. Fuchs, J t (sic) MS. (2b 3).
47. Sand0 no Hdkai, cf. Mochizuki Bukkyo Daijiten vol. L, p. 1627.
Three lanes of jewels, gold, silver and agate, were magically created by the
god Indra of the Tusita Heaven in order to 'pave' the way for the Buddh
who was returning from the Tusita Heaven to the world after preaching
to his mother, Queen Maya. This is represented on the Bharat and Sanchi
tordna (gate-way) reliefs. [Ed.]
48. Trayastrimia is the second of the six heavens. See Bukkya daijiten,
Vol. 4, pp. 3920-21 and Bulkyo sajun, p. 170.
49. Jambudvipa M@@is the continent to the south of Mount Sumeru
on which our world is located. See Bulkyo sajun, p. 589.
50. Brahma is the supreme god of the Hindus. The word Brahman,
is used for the highest principle of the universe.
51. The king of Trayastrimia
controls 4000 kings and 32 heavens

and protects the people who want to become Buddhists. See Bulkyo sajun,
p. ,788. According to Junjiro K. Takakukusu " ~ a k r a$?j;$$, in India is treated
as a God but Sakra in Persia is treated as a devil. ' See Bukkyb no shinzui
@+24k4>m@(Dai ichi shbbb,. Tokyo, 1937), pp. 16-17.
52. Fuchs, p. 460 has &%%ff$
but Tokyo MS, p. 4, line 7 (MS, plate
2 b 7) has 4 ~ + @ % . I follow Fuchs because %%$if@. is the right order.
% be clearly seen,
53. In the Tokyo MS, 2b, line 7, SFEC~EEEEFF~Ican
But Fuchs added "Em.
54. Presumably, this is Vatapi, that is Badami, capital of the Western
Chalukyas. At the time of Hye Ch'o's visit to 'South India', this was the
preeminent dynasty of the region. However, there is still very little that
would prevent us interpreting Hye Ch'o to be referring to the Eastern
Chalukyas of Vengi in the Andhra delta region. Perhaps the the solution of
the problem hinges on the identity of the three-storeyed monastery mentioned in this section. If, as is suggested in note 56, this monastery was in
lower Andhra, then the Eastern Chalukyas are perhaps indicated. On the
other hand, if the three-storeyed monastery can be identified with the 'Don
Thal' and/or 'Tin Thal' of Ellora (both three-storeyed rock-cut monasteries excavated at least a century before our pilgrim's visit), then this may
give a better claim to the identification of the Western Chalukyas. In
essence, the problem is unsolvable given the brevity of Hye Ch'o's statements. [Ed.]
55. MS. 2b, line 11, E W E $ B f i & ~ . Sadakata suggests a reading of @
here. Either way, one can get the meaning of chiefs .
56. [Ed.] According to both Fa Hsien and Hsiian-tsang, there was a
cave temple called Bhramara (%B%EEwhich means i%!!@). Bhramara or
'Black bee is a name of Durga, Paravati. The cave temple actually exists today
in the mountain of Undavilli near Bezwada. As noted by Sadakata, the hill
is still called 'black hill' (Telegu Malla-Malai) by the locals.
57. MS, 2b, line 13 has @@X. Fuchs, p. 460 changes @@X to @&2.
We follow Fuchs because @ means good or convenient. $2 does not make
makes better sense.
sense here. R means "let" or "make". So
58. [Ed.] Regarding this costly endeavour of building a cave temple
complex, that Nagarjuna's plea was not to Yaksa, but instead to a certain
Satavahana king in his Suhylleka.
59. Fuchs, p. 437 "1 5 piku (etwa 1800) pfc)." 15 picul is about 2000 lbs.
60. Fuchs, p. 438 nach China," but we think %U is the area of Kyungjoo,
the capital of Silla. Hye Ch'o might have been born in this area.
61. Fuchs, p. 438 interpretes BE as Annam or Vietnam. However,
according to the Korean sinologist U-sung Yi," El i%is a hot place in China,
not Annam. Korea and Japan are called as El %. (oral communication). Jan
Yiin-hua does not agree. Could BFEi mean "south of the (summer) sun",

i. e. south of the Tropic of Cancer?
62. "geese" Hff em. Fuchs; "hawks"
MS. In South India hawks are
~lentifulbut geese do not exist. Since Hye Ch'o's complaint is that the bird
he wants is lacking, "geese" would be more likely. A scribe could easily mistake
@ or and then substitute the equivalent character tDS to display his learning.
Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I , p. 628, note 15:" 1$ can be seen, but if it is a
hawk, it is difficultto understand the meaning of the poetry. Therefore, 'geese'
in Fuchs would be better."
63. Fuchs, p. 438 interpretes $# "grove" but it should be translated as
'my home. Perhaps $4 is an abbreviation of EN. Samkuk-saki translated with
notes by Dr. Byung Do Yi, p. 271, (Vol. 2, October, 1957) "R111M was
abbreviated as
and &%+I5
was abbreviated as &flJ. "
64. Fuchs, p. 438, note 3: "Bemals Dahir, der im Jahre 712 von den
Arabern durch Muhanned ibn Kasim verichtet; seine drei Sohne versuchten,
die Herrschaft wieder herzustellen, wurden jedoch auch im Jahre 725, also
gerade zur Zeit der Reise von Huei-ch'ao, verhichtet; cf. Smith, p. 369."
65. MS. 3a, line 7 has Lti%XE&?i*B@liQ.. which Fuchs corrects to
Itt;EXZ~?l3i~E@&
We. follow Fuchs here.
66. Fuchs, p. 438: Arabia
67. Fuchs, p. 439, note 2: "Vgl. Beal I, 175-77; YHD, 14 liest falsch
El. " cf. p. 430 of Fuchs. Jalandhara.
68. Fuchs, p. 461 and p. 430: Kashrnir.
69. Fuchs, p. 461 corrects f i q i ~ $ $ ?to !%Hjlj@. Haneda Anniversary,
Vol. I, p. 628, note 17: "&%& is incorrect. Mili!?i is right." MS, 3b, line
5 has %%W3t.
70. Fuchs, p. 439, note 5: "YHD liest falsch *%B. " MS, 3b, line 7
has *%.
71. MS, 3b, line 8 has @_t@B.
Fuchs, p. 439, note 6: "rSifElSl lies FEItk.
das Ti%& chih-chia von Hsiian-tsang (Beal I, 16) und das Tashar (Takin,
Tafan) der Araber im Heutigen Panjab." Hanrda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 628,
note 18 : "&PE is reversed for U€rTif. "
72. Fuchs, p. 440, note 1: "Nach der Beschreibung vielleicht Bajputana.
Da Hsuan-tsang (Beal 11, 269-270) in dieser Gegend das Reich Gurjjara
nennt, ist &@ wohl dafur dialektisch."
73. Bulkyo sajun, p. 812: "sanghabhadra RR3bli was from northern
Kashmir ; he wrote the NyaydnusdraScIstra Mli3iEfE% and argued with X S

ZE. *'
74. See Oda Bukkyb jiten, p. 32 (194) and Bulkyo sajun, p. 497 and p. 552.
75. MS, 3b, line 14 has f%f3@13. Fuchs, p. 4-40, note 4: "MS und
T. T. lesen f)&; YHD 17, falsch @% &?&?9f;l means 'become lively
and eager for action.'
76. Fuchs, p. 440, note: "Im MS muss hier die Zeitangabe ausgefallen

sein."
77. Fuchs, p. 440, note 6: "Hsllan-tsang (Beal I, 173) umschreibt as
SRRfimi sudwestlich von Jalandhara."
to (fi) 8P@mi#J@Sm,
78. Fuchs, P. 461 changes l3P@fi~J@EBfi
Fuchs, p. 440, note 7: "MS hat aBmi%B@,T. T. gibt fur n ; fi; YHD
lasst f i aus und gibt ver B auch
offenbar aber unrightig im MS nicht
deutlich Zu erkennen." However, fi in the Ms. 4a, line 3, can be seen.
79. A 8 3 means "a person who realizes Buddhahood by himself,
" See BS,
without learning Buddhist doctrine This is the same as #Sf@.
p. 286
80. Fuchs, p. 440, note 9: ''AE@&?vgl, unten, p. 457, Anm 3 and
can also be rendered as, "thing are great and
Oda, 1227." [Ed.], AH@%good for boarding and lodging." Sadakata translates, "bini jin-seikatsu o
aikbshiteiru or "greatly enjoying the temple life".
81. Bhadanta A@ originally meant Buddha; it also refers to the
Buddhist doctrine. Sometimes priests who have great virtues and wisdom
are callled Bhadanta.
82. MS, 4a, line 8 one spare has 3 R . Fuchs, p. 462 and 441, note 2
changes R to 82. 52 means a child, but % means a figure or body. Therefore,
we follow Fuchs. According to Jan Yiin-hua, "The person which Hui ch'ao
referred to was a Chinese monk (Han-seng), who died before Hye Ch'o s
arrival at Nagaradhana. Hye Ch'o did not meet the monk, but heard of the misfortune from other members of the monastery." Cf. Fuchs, p. 462; Fujita 27a.
83. Oriens Extremus, p. 176: "At this time the missions that arrived
at the T'ang court in 720 and 733 A. D., respectively, were for the Chinese
recognition of the newly enthroned kings of Kashmir. The King of Kashmir,
in 713 A. D., when the Korean general KO Hsien Chih was alive, applied to
the Chinese Emperor for aid against the Arabs.
3 to 3 1 % .
84. MS, 4a, line 11 has @. Fuchs, p. 462 changes 4
means 'branch of a tree, but 3 means "carry or hold." We follow Fuchs.
85. MS, 4a, line 12 has $,%. Fuchs, p. 462 changes 9,sto /J\,%.
Because $,% means a few horses, according to the context /I.\% does not
make sense. So it must be a small horse following Fuchs correction.
as grape. Today Koreans call the
86. Fuchs, p. 462 translates
grape "p'odo" using the early pronunciation of %& %@. This would be

m,

%a*%.

87. MS, 4a, line 13 has Zm. Fuchs, p. 462 changes ZiG to %i%.
$f$
means 'frost', and frost does fall in autumn, not in summer. X is right. Cf.
Fuchs, p. 441, note 7. So does Fujita.
88. MS, 4a, line 13 has E.Fuchs, however, in p. 462 changes % to
E means "Draw or trim, ' but $J means "thick." $Iis right.
89. Bulkyo sajun, p. 640: "$EX lives in the sea, controls rain and water,

m.

and protects Buddhists." Sometimes it means the people who control wakr.
90. MS, 4b, line 2 has "?--@a@,
" but Fuchs, p. 442, note 1 corrects
is right. cf. ~ u c h s ,p. 442:
this to "-TSi!&fB. " The order of --TS%f@
Nagaraja eintausend Lohan und Monchen."
91. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 628, note 20: " 5f_d:@x'f~
is correct." However, Fuchs, p. 462: "ZSliifIl FFllschlich verdoppelt f X E - E f-."
MS, 4b, line 5 has the same as Haneda: 3Zm" ZE@E-f-.Fuchs, p. 462
changes E@% to WkG. MS, 4b, line 8 has the same as tCt!EkG.
Because k!% does not make sense, EG means king's wife and it makes
sense.
Fuchs, p. 462 changes 4ihk13
93. MS, 4b, line 8 has $k$
&7[;X& to $HiQ EB*PdZ-tk In view of the context, Fuchs is correct.
94. MS, 4b, line 9 has tBtti%. Fuchs, p. 462 changes @lk% to fe&
)& means "take" but
means "nears." In view of the context, & would
be better.
95. Fuchs, p. 463 changes A%@Bto A%I@M. Fuchs, p. 443, note
I: "Lies A%@M as auch in Tang-shu; vgl. Chavannes, Dec., 1491, das
des Sung yung (Chav. Song Yun, 406 , Beal I, p. XCXII) und des
Hsuan-tsang (Beal 11, 289-90), heute Baltistan."
96. Fuchs, p. 443, note 2: "T. T. liest $B; MS undeutlich, doch aber,
wie weiter unten, &; das ist das Ti4 des T'ang-shu (kund /J\T;FIB).Lage
unsicher ;das letztere lag wohl in der Gegend des heutigen Gyangtse (Shigatse)
in Sud-Tibet, Vgl. auch Bushell, The early History or Tibet, JRSA Oct., 1880.
p. 527, Anm. 9."
97. Fuchs, p. 443, note 3: "Lies S, im --M@B% durch a@%
umschrieben, was dem tib, h'bras spungs entspricht. Vgl. Levi, Le Nepal
1, 1905, p. 186, und YHD, p. 21."
may be % or -kE%
98. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I.., pp. 697-698:
or sq, Fuchs, p. 443, note 5: "D. h. aus Tokharistan und benachbarten
Landern stammende Vblker, Vgl. Chavannes, Rel. fimin., p. 13)."
99. Dai hyakka jiten, (Tokyo, 1933), pp. 197-198: ''9R started from
the Altai mountains. In the 6th Centery A. D. T'ukuh was in present Russian
territory near the Dar-ya river."
100. MS, 5a, line 4 has the character of % which is faintly seen. Fuchs, p.
% must be
463 changes %%2R to %@2%.
101. Fuchs, p. 443 translates f%Bas "Teigwaren und gekochte Reis."
but in Korean it means a rice or wheat cake called (tt6k) and boiled rice or
boiled barley which is called "pap."
102. Fuchs, p. 443, note 7: "Nach der Tibet-Beschreibung im Tangshu, 256-57, spielte aber der Buddhismus damals schon eine Rolle; vgl.
Bushell, "Early History or Tibet", JRAS 1880, p. 442. [Nach der chinesischen
Uberlieferung wurde der Buddhismus in Tibet durch die chinesischen Prin-

&+£a

s.

a.

zessin Wen-tsch'eng eingefiihrt, die im jahre 641 mit Konig Srong-btsan
sgam-po verheiratet wurde. Auch seine andere Gemahlin, ein nepalesische
Prinzessin, dtirfte daran nicht unbeteiligt gewesen sein. Franke.]
103. MS, 5a, line 5 has the character 8i. Fuchs, however, (p. 463) changes
fi;iTfrim to firnu. fi means "oppose" or "challenge," but fi means "dig."
In view of the context, E is correct.
104. MS, 5a, line 6 has t l A9;fti. F U C ~ Sp., 463, note 5 changes h3.f
;fts to B**fi.
A B2;ffimeans "Whites are all cloth" but B$+% means
"All whites are rare." According to the context, B%+%- is correct.
105. Fuchs, p. 444, note 5: "D. i. der Distrikt von Gilgit, mit der Haupstadt Yashin; vgl. Chavannes, T'P. 1904, p. 43' und Song Yun, p. 406."
106. Fuchs, p. 44, note 6: ''&%VV see p.85 shan ist hier und im
folgenden immer durch Oberkleidung wiedergegeben. Es bedeute eine kurze,
einfache Art von Tunica; auch die ~bersetzungHemd ist moglich."
107. MS, 5a, line 10 has 1i%?9.Fuchs, p. 463 changes #% to #&
means "think" But C
i il means "burn," and fi means "tree," In view of he
context, !El% is correct. Cf. Fuchs, p. 444, note 7.
108. Ghandhara
is located in north-western India. Gandhlra
sculpture is realistic, with the face and hair Western in style; the area was
Buddhist under Kaniska after Alexander the Great's conquest. Cf. Fuchs,
p. 444, note 9.
109. Fuchs, p. 444: "Kaniska (RB nordest-Afghanistan)"
110. Fuchs, p. 463: "Die vier felgenden Zeichen gehoren pleonastisch
hinter."
Fuchs, p. 463 changes $@+ to %@
111. MS, 5b, line 3 has $@+.
ILI+. We follow Fuchs because iE@+ means "all live in the middle," but
ZEUI means "all live in the middle of the mountains." Therefore, in view
of the context,
does not make sense.
112. MS, 5b, lines 2-3 have E@%. Fuchs, p. 463, note 11 changes
E%% to &%I$$We
$%
follow Fuchs because €4 is not to be found
113. See Tsui-hsing Han-yang wu-yung ta-tu-tieu, (Nov., 1964), pp. 3 173 18.
114. Fuchs, p. 464 changes %%:B000to %%BBb%$i.Even in MS,
5b, line 4 and 5 three characters are missing after Rk-Bi. We agree with
Fuchs annotation in view of the context.
115. [Ed.] Although MS, 5b, line 6 has 8 , this is read as a part of the
or sugarcane.
character if,
which is followed by the character E.Thus,
Fuchs does the same (p. 464).
116. MS, 5b, line 5 has &B%%but Fuchs, p. 464 changes this &B%i'th
to B+@%But we change it and add $5%%#l.
117. Fuchs, p. 445, note 6: "MS beschadigt es feblen 3 Zeichen." Cf.
MS, 5b, line 6 lacks five characters, too. For these five characters missing we

a@+

supplied W i/iifii;7;R%.
118. bad occ~pationsE%em. Otani and Takakasu; fiz MS.
~uchs,
p. 445 n. 7.
119. Fuchs, P. 466, note 1: "Vgl. Beal 1, 109. Da hier dan im folgenden
erwahnte Kaniska-Kloster als westlich drei Tagereisen weit von der Hauptstadt entfernt angegeben ist, und da es andererseits nach Hsilan-tsang (Beal
1, 109) vom Kaniska-Kloster 50 li norddstlich bis zur Stadt Puskalawati waren,
muss hier als Hauptstadt diese letzte gemeint sein und nicht Puruspura (Peshawar)."
120. Vasubaudhu X R S E was born in Peshawar c. A. D. 400 Asanga
%S%E
was the younger brother of Vasubandhu.
121. Bulkyo sajun, p. 7: "Kaniska was of the R &, race and established
GandhBra."
122. #B#ll31%3@X refers to the Jataka in which Gautama, before
becoming a Buddha, was tested by Sakra %B and Brahma $$E13E
toJsee
whether he would become a Buddha or not. Gautama was the king of Sibi
PE; Sakra became a pigeon. When the pigeon flew to the king of ~ i b i
while being chased by an eagle, the king, without killing the pigeon, let it
fly away. Cf. Bulkyo sajun, p. 372: "In order to practice the benevolence
of a Bodhisttava, he offered his body to be killed."
123. UdyBna ,%&W is an area whose location has been ascribed to much
of northern India. See Bulkyo sajun, p. 618.
126. Fuchs, p. 447, note I: "Das fi~rf'$von Wu-k'ong, p. 348', in der
Gegend von Tchitral und Mastuji; Chavannes, Notes Add., p. 432, 74*."
125. Fuchs, p. 447, note 3: "Gleich dem EBB! von Hsilan-tsang (Beal
I, 90) und dem E @ H des Wu-k'ong, 3482); das heutige Lamghan. T. T.
Liest B statt B ; MS undeutlich."
126. MS, 6a, line 10 has $$@i/ii@.
which Fuchs, p. 465 corrects to
@@fig.
j@
means "run" but &j means "follow." The latter makes more
sense, meaning "following the warmth, (they) live."
127. Shiratori Kokichi, Dozai koshoshiron %i!§ 2&2,';&.
Tokyo Imperial University, Shigakukai %%%. Fuzambo, Tokyo, p. 7: "Tocharistan
is the Turkish race and ancestors of the T'ukuh." Cf. Dai hyakka jiten, Vol.
10, pp. 60-61 : "Tocharistan is a dead language in Central Asia. The dialect
is Kucha."
poses
128. [Ed.] MS. 6b, line 1 has E?&Z&R&%.The character
a problem here. Fuchs takes this as %% (p. 465); Haneda Anniversary vol. I ,
p. 628, note 27: "Is it E ?"
(i. e., $1 means 'side by side'. Fujita says,
"fiEB2slB". By following Fujita, we translate, "in competition". As
Sadakata notes, EB% or 'the common folk', can be construed as not being
the subject of the sentence, but is instead an object of the sentence due to
a possible mistake by the copyist of the manuscript.
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129. [Ed.] Fuchs, p. 405 corrects %&*% to %@#**. Fuchs, p. 448.
note 3: "Dies ist eigentlich der Name der dortigen Dynastie (vgl. Ou-K'ong,
381). MS. T. T. und YHD lesen ungenau A% fur %. "If we follow Sadakata's
note, however, there is a possibility of #A3 as a transliteration of idhi, which
is an epithet of the Turkish (%E)kings.
130. [Ed.] MS. 6b, line 2 has %+RIB but Fuchs, p. 465 added & as
++;kW@. We however, take this as, "... of the Buddha".
131. &$I] is Buddha's relics (Gautama's relics) or holy person's relics.
See Bulkyo sajun, p. 359.
132. Ms. 6b, lines 4-5 have E63-L8 ~ B I !but
~ Fuchs, p. 465, line
11, center has E6-LEl S#!!&H.We follow Fuchs because El?+ 8 SaI!ii!!H in
Fuchs is the right order.
133. Fuchs, p. 448, note 5: "Vgl. Doc. 160-161 ; Eransahr, p. 247 ff.
Zur Transkription von Hsieh-yu vgl. Pelliot, T'P. XXVI, 1928, p. 186."
Cf. Sekai dai hyakka jiten, Vol. 12, pp. 168-169.
134. Teihon sekai rekishi jizu Z$E%EeHH, (Tokyo: Yoshikawa
Kobunkan Co.), pp. 38-39: "%51EI is in Afghanistan." Cf. Fuchs, p. 448,
note 9.
135. Fuchs, p. 449, note I: "D. i. das REF3 des T'ang-shu (Doc.,
p. 162) und das ji#B des Wei-shu Eransahr, p. 214216; Doc., p. 1554)."
136. MS, 6b, line 13 has S X @ # Z B B , but Fuchs, p. 466 corrected
corrected #XBZXBj.iS to SZBZ. Fuchs, p. 466, note 2: "Versehentlich
verdoppelt." In addition, Fuchs, p. 449, note 2: "Im Jahre 667 waren die
Araber in Khorasan und Tokharistan eingefallen: der geflohene konig ist
offenbar A-shih-na Wu-shih--po IY!iJHl,%R.lltt(Doc., p. 157) aus der Mitte
des 7. Jahrhunderts."
137. Fuchs, p. 449, note 3: "MS hat richtig %, YHD falsch +3;
gleich
dem
des RRRZ$&(Doc., 201) und dem @%CLI des T'ang-shu (Doc.,
69) Badakhschan. Die Entfernung von Balkh nach Badakhschan ist hier
~bertrieben;nach Abulfeda betrug sie nut 13 Tagesreisen."
138, MS. 7a, line 5 has em. Fuchs, p. 466 corrected BFl to BFI. I
follow Fuchs. Because m means "inside," In view of the context it does
is to be corrected to 2. 8 can not be found
not make sense. In addition,
can be the name of a vegetable. Fuchs, p. 449, note 5 explained "MS
but
hat nFrE% lies mWgz; die 2 letzten Zeichen sind im YHD nicht richtig
erkannt."
139. MS. 7a, line 5 has A 4 Z 4. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 628,
note 28 has the same as A 4 S.t. Fuchs divided this A E and A%. In
view of the context, Fuchs is correct.
140. MS. 7a, line 5 has &,%Fbut Fuchs, p. 466 corrected &SF to &
EF. Because %
. means "run," &%Fdoes not make sense in view of the
context. !$E means "camel." So B,RF means "camel herders." Therefore,

Fuchs is correct.
141. MS. 7a, line 8 has d R 8 . Fuchs, p. 466 corrects g W 8 to 9 2 B .
In view of the context, 22% makes sense.
142. After the Arab conquest the greater part of Persia was divided into
four provinces: Khuzistan and Fars, attached to Basra; Media or Persian
Iraq, attached to Kufa; Khursan; and Seistan. Relations between the Arab
administration and the federal classes seem to have been generally good and
a contingent of Iranian troops assisted Arabs in the conquests in Transoxiana
(705-715) and repelling the later counter-attacks of the Central Asian Turks.
There is abundant evidence that the Arabs intermarried extensively with the
Iranian population. Abu Muslim took advantage of the tribal feuds by which
the Arabs in Khurasan were divided; and adding his weight to a general
rising of the Yemenite faction, he drove the Cmayyad governor out in 750,
See Encyclopedia Britannica, Volume 17, p. 569.
143. MS. 7a, line 11 has B4i but Fuchs, p. 466 has '4;@. " We follow
Fuchs because +tE is the correct order.
144. Fuchs, p. 450, note 8 : "Mit Klein Fu-lin muss hier das Ostrdsjsche
Syrien gemeint sein (Schaeder, p. 64). Die Bemerkung: und halt sich dort
auf bezient sich auf die Vertegung der arabischen Haupstadt von Mekka
nach Damaskus. Mit dem Ausdruck; in die Berge hineingehend ist offenbar
der Taurus gemeint." Encyclopedia Britanmica, Volume 21, p.718:" Damascus
was the capital of an Arab empire which extended by 715 from Spain and
Morocco to Turkestan and Sind and held the mastery of the Mediterranean.
With the wealth drawn from the dependent provinces the caliphs Abd ulmalik and Walid I endowed Jerusalem and Damascus with magnificent monuments. The first serious set back was the failure of the third and final Arab
assault on Constantinople in 719."
145. MS, 7a, line 13 has $!? 4 El 4 . Fuchs, p. 466 divides $!?B
and @El.
In view of the context, Fuchs' correction is right.
146. Fuchs, p 466 corrects &% to &$. MS. 7a, line 12 has &*.
means 'very tight' or 'cage'. % means 'very narrow'. So Fuchs' correotion is
right.
147. Fuchs, p. 466 has &AS!%$but MS, 7b, line 1 has A&%% Because
&ASS is the correct order, follow Fuchs.
148. [Ed.] MS, 7b, line 2 has FRSBB But Fuchs, p. 466 corrects fE
&&B to -+E&B%.B means "sinew." Sadakata notes,
is a popular
character ( B T )of 3 i. e. chopsticks. We feel, however, 'skewers' would be
be more appropriate than chopsticks in that part of the world."
149. Fuchs, p. 451, note 2: "D. i. has Ostrtjmisohe Reich mit Byzans."
This is the Eastern Roman Emipire. According to Hye Ch'o s record, clothing
of Eastern Romans Arabs, and Persians seemed to be similar. See 20,000
Years of Fashion, p. 345, and History of Costume, p. 119.
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150. According to Indosi and Chuoaziasi ED B9 2 l . f i ~ B H G(Indian
~
and Central Asian History) pp. 22, 74, 78, 95, and 65, An ZH is Bukhari,
Ts'ao flm is Kaputana, Shih
is Kashana, Shi-lo 6%lZlis Shash which
is today's Tashkent, Mi %!%I4 is Maimarg, and K'an @El is Samarkand.
However, Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I , p. 401 : "&H is today's Tashkurgen."
Cf. Fuchs, p. 451, note 4.
151. According to Indosi and Chuoaziasi p. 95 and 129, West-Tu-kuh
exerted pressure on Ferghana. Also, in order to accomplish its complete
conquest they attacked Kashgar and disturbed the border of T'ang (China).
According to National Geographic Magazine, December, 1959, Atlas Plate
44, Ferghana is located between Tadzhik S. S. R. and Kirgiz S. S. R. Fuchs,
p. 452, note 4: YHD liest ungenau fit, T. T. richtig B ( 7 f l E ) . "
152. Fuchs, p. 467 corrects H X A N to ~ X A M .This is in Russian
territory today. Fuchs, p. 452, note 5: "So im Text. Lies X;dies bezeichnet
eigentlich den Amu Darya; hier muss aber der Dir Darya gemeint sein; vgl.
Shiratori, p. 137."
153. MS, I 8a, line 9 has %kBB. Fuchs, p. 467 corrects %&B% to
%A%%. Since later &AS% appears, %A is correct.
153. Fuchs, p. 467, note 3: "Zdk pleonastisch." Fuchs, p. 463, note 3:
"MS liest hier pleonastisch: 3@DlZdk." In view of the context, Fuchs'
correction is right. This area would be from the Caspian sea to the Aral sea,
or from the Aral sea to Balkhash.
155. [Ed.] MS, 8a, line 10 the character % can faintly be seen. Fuchs,
p. 453, note 4: "Dies Zeichen ist im MS undertlich verbessert; T. T. und
YHD lesen &, Wiirmer, Hadani schlagt in seiner Einleitung %, eine alte
Form fiir m, vor," Cf. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 629, note 32: "% in
Fuchs may be &. In other words it is me." In agreement with Sadakata,
however, we take it as 'insects (?)'.
156. MS, 8a, line 11. has -kAZE@. Fuchs, p. 468 corrects &A&B
to &AS@%. Because & A 8 B does not make sense and in view of the context, *ASa$B makes sense.
157. Fuchs, p. 453, note 6: "Vgl. Doc., p. 164; Song Yun, p. 401."
Teihon sekai rekishi, p. 38-39: "Wakkan is in Persia."
but Fuchs, p. 468 has %G%Z.
158. [Ed.] MS, 8b, line 1 has
In addition, Fuchs, p. 454, note I: "MS liest R, nicht %, wie die Textausgaben vorschlagen. % ist im MS klein nachgetragen und versehentlich
hinter &? gesetzt anstatt hinter, &. " Either way, We take the meaning to be,"
"People are in danger walking on slanting bridges."
159. Fuchs, p. 468 has EM@@%, but MS. 8b, line3, has K@J&CIl?Z@.
160. [Ed.] Fuchs, p. 454 translates %F7 as 'flowing course', but this should
be read as 'the Dragon Gate water fall (in China)'.
161. MS, 8b, line 3 has ALE. Fuchs, p.468 corrects AkE% to A l l %

~~

or

or @. Fuchs, p. 454, note 4: "MS liest -l:&%. Kai oder R4; ist wohl
oder 8. Vieleicht ist E W hier, parallelzum nlchsten Vers, alr Gebirganamc
(unindentifiziert) aufzufassen."
162- [Ed.] MS, 8b, line 8 has M*. Fuchs, p. 468 corrects #j& to &
Also Fuchs, p. 454. note 6: "MS liest M&, offenbar falxh fur
"
means "tree water. " H* means "woods or trees." We, however, take
this to mean 'tree' and 'water'.
163. Shignan or Shughnan in Badakhshanskaya, U. S. S. R. today, It
is North west of Gilgit, Kashmir: F'gE in Hsuan-tsang's Recorh. Cf.
Mizutani, Daitb-Saiikkiki, p. 38 1.
164165. Since Hsuan-tsang did not actually go to Shignan, Hye Ch'o's
descriptions are very valuable here.
166. AB?EJll
167. B&K!Zl in Hsiian-tsang's Records. Tashkurghan (75" 10' E., 37"
45' N.) of today. Cf. Mizutani, ibid. p. 384.
168. According to Fujita, King P'ei-hsing s ancestral home was Kashgar.
c f . EB. aaf9 rxmm or ~ ~ ~ R Z Z * R A E B ~ S ~ J
169. *Kharbanda (Iran. *Yarpand or 'mountain way ). Cf. Mizutani,
ibid. p. 384.
170. Hsljan-tsang took same route on his way back to China.
171. &?& in Hsiian-tsang's Records.
172. As for the etymology of Kashgar, there are two: Iran. Kdsh
'jewel' and ghar 'city', or Wakhln. ghar or 'mountains'. Cf. Mizutani,
ibid. p. 389.
173.
174. MS. 9a, lines 8-9. &@lFL%%%&.
175. Haneda Anniversary, Vol. I, p. 507: &&Faelwere Aryans and used
the Kucha @ Sand Khotan F M languages for everyday speech. According to
Kudangsue Sue-ik-jun BEE~iZiSE(p. 116) and Indosi and Chuoaziasi EIJK92
+A%.@% (p. 20, 21, and 42) 30,000 Chinese troops were stationed in
Kucha. The site of the General Protectorate of An-hsi %EiiSB%R was placed
here. In Kucha the Tokharistan language was used among the people of Tarim
basin at Kucha and Karashr, which are a part of Sin-kiang
(in China);
this language is Indo-European.
176. The site of the General Protectorate of An-hsi maintained control
of all nations of the Tarim basin, monitered nations to the west of Tashkurgen, and managed the control or traffic and trade. This EB%SR was
established in 640 A. D. after destroying &Ern. In 648 A. D. the site of the
General Protectorate of An-hsi conquered Kucha and moved here. Soon
after, when the
emperor died, there was a rebellion at west TU-kuh
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(R2;sPRB).
177. Khotan MT, along with Kucha and Kashgar, directly belonged

to the site of the General Protectorate of An-hsi. See Indosi and Chuoaziari
@B*+*a@Ge,
p. 114, 115. According to Indosi and Chuoaziasi,
Chinese officials were appointed, held court trials, and ran the civil administration. The Khotanese language is an Indo-European language.
178. Fuchs, p. 456 added "D. i. Zwischen dem 18 and 27 Dezember 727."
179. According to Dr. Yi Byung Do, l%@A@?
is an army commander
and governor. Fuchs, p. 456, note 4: "Zum Titel vgl. T'P. XXV, 1928, p.
286 seq. Mit Chao ist Chao I-cheng Ei& gemeint, der zweite Generalprotektor
von An-hsi, vgl. Doc. 364, s. v.; das -M@3%, Kap. 100, Ende schreinbt
fur I@. Chao war nicht, wie Huei-ch'ao berichtet, erster General protektor; dies war damals Yen Wang-huei ?ZZB"
180. Fuchs, p. 456, note 5: '';f5i%J%i%@ER.Zu
vgl. p. 457,
Anm 3."
181. 3B%2l$; Fuchs, p. 456: Karmadana. According to @@A%&,
p. 2512 it means," a chief official who administers temple works."
182. Bulkyo sajun, p. 694: "This is one of the three divisions of holy
scriptures."
183. kg means "student priest. ' While in the temple, he sometimes
does errands. Regarding this, Yi U-Sung said the above.
184. Indosi and Chvoaziasi WEe+*B#@,
p. 117: "At the time of
RIJX8G Ta-yiin temples were established in states such as Kachgar (Kashgar)
and An-hsi."
ist hier in originaler,
185. Fuchs, p. 457, note 3: "ABE%;
verhaler Bedeutung genommen (Oda, p. 1227, 3: Ruhig in der Welt leben
und an Buddhas Lehre festhalten); sonst bedeutet es auch: Oberpriester
oder Gemeinde Eigentum; vgl. dazu Chavannes-Pelliot, Traite-Manicheen,
J. As. 1912, p. 559, und Chavannes, T'. P. 1904, p. 3708; hier p. 440, Anml9."
186. The existence of %%% can be seen in ;%Eand A
L
E (!@$I!). See
p. 117 of Indosi and Chuoaziasi W E ? E ~ b % G B G 2
187. Fuchs, p. 457, note 7: "MS unklar; wohl so zu lesen und nicht ,%,
wie T. T. liest; vgl. Pelliot, T' P. XXXII, 1936, pp. 275-276."
188. According to Indosi and Chvoaziasi, p. 115 and Toysgakuha
p. 103-6, Under the control of the site of the General Protectorate of
An-hsi there were Kucha, Khotan, Kashgar, etc. where five characters are
missing I added ZE%P3H.In view of the context, this ZE3P3fiR is
correct. According to Indosi and Chuoaziasi W&$!~%~QG!k, p. 90, 2
B%%Rdepended on traffic-passing taxes from merchandizing Hu for the
expense of ruling the four garrisons.

Part III
Manuscript and Edition

A Reproduction of the Manuscripts and Its Critical Edition*
The originals of the photographs of the manuscripts are in Paul Pelliot
and Toyohachi Fujita, Tonkb-isho Ei-in-hon Dai-isshii (The Photographic
Reproductions of Tun-huang Manuscripts @EaI$;, Jzbcq+g), 1926,
Shanghai, Taakakylikai (%ijg&R&). The manuscripts were the acquisition
of Paul Pelliot straight from a Tun-huang cave (Cf. BEFEO, i908, pp.511
-512). This discovery prompted the following works by a number of
international scholars.
Walter Fuchs, "Huei-ch'ao's Pilgerreise durch Nordwest-Indien und Zentral
Asien um 726." Sitzungsberichte der Preussisches Akademi der Wissenschaften
Philologische-Historische Klasse, Dezember, 1938.

8.

*@&Zj?B included Nos. 3 and 4, 1931.

~ ? ~ f i ~ 1941.
~ % ~
10. flE3Y kSZS$$t r~MHk*EFS*!S~ k % , pp.610-629.
11.
' r % % a z X % m f @ ~@@', %%A%%?g*@% 19719 pps3-3012. %*@%MB% u%BfZ5X~HB%R-Bn
EHBIIG,
(pp.299-325) : ~ S % @ % J ,i'~%llFii%&~&.
(pp.326-335), rk 1* @ & ~ B J , Vol. 73, 1972.
In the following editorial work, the different readings are noted on the basis
of the works listed above. (lida)
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